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Dirty campaign tolerable; lying
and misleading the voters is not
By Rolando Larraz
Las Vegas Tribune
Last-minute attacks in any election are normal and many voters
know that that is why they do not
pay attention to those last-minute
lies and innuendos.
Most of the time that type of
behavior is due to the lack of real
credibility on the side of those
bringing up the lie. The mainstream
media doesn’t care because they are
only interested in the advertising
dollars and allow it to take place.
However, when a candidate and
his campaign team misrepresent
facts and mislead the public to gain
the credibility they don’t have, it is
bordering on the unethical and such
actions are despicable, as far as we
are concerned.
Richard Scotti has a television
commercial in which he starts out
inflating his qualifications and the
truth about his background experi-

My Point
of View
By Rolando Larraz

There is no doubt in my mind
that it takes a special kind of person with an incredible personality
to be a politician — almost like a
good entertainer. A good entertainer
can have a broken heart, but once
he or she jumps on the stage, that
entertainer is a different person.
Politicians are almost the same
but for a longer period of time; for
three or five years the politician is
busy, whether he or she is just out
of the office, in a meeting, in several back-to-back seminars or due
to any other excuse that the secretary, liaison, or other-titled person
who gets paid to cover up for them
gives us as to why their politician
is unable to take our call or meet
with us.
Once an election year starts up,
however, you see them like flies,
everywhere — no more busy schedule, or out of the office/in a meeting/in several seminars and all those
other excuses the secretary, liaison,
etc. are instructed to use; they answer all telephone calls, kiss all the
babies they can find, take time to
read to the kids in the schools, in
any graders or of any age.
I am sick and tired of seeing
them sitting in a tiny desk embracing a child with a book in their
hands.
Look at District Court Judge
Douglas Smith who discriminates
against Latinos who appear in his
courtroom; he forced a single
Latina mother to go on a hunger
strike to protest his abusive behavior and irrational ruling, decision
and sentencing of her mentally ill
son, but now he appears on Spanish television speaking in Spanish
to beg the Latino audience that does
not know him to vote for him.
How dare this man, judge or no
judge, to have the audacity to turn
to the Latino community — asking
for their support!?
He may not know that I have
taken my time to tell everyone I can,
in Spanish, English or by sign language if necessary, that they should
NOT vote for Judge Smith. The
lady on that hunger strike is doing
the same and the Latino who Judge
Smith sent to jail and raised his bail
from $3,000 to one million dollars
because he did not like the way he
said thank you to him are also campaigning against Judge Smith.
If Judge Smith thinks that because a couple of Latino attorneys
are afraid of his retaliation and kiss
his rear end, that they are going to
(See My Point of View, Page 2)

MELODY HOWARD
ence, then he ends by saying, “Your
vote will allow me to keep serving
you as a judge,” giving the impression that he is already a judge when
he is not and has never been one.

Scotti’s desperation to be a judge
got him to create his own Political
Action Committee (PAC), known
as Citizens For an Ethical Judiciary,
and the first person Scotti endorsed
with his Citizens For an Ethical Judiciary was himself, Richard Scotti.
He then added a group of insecure
and frustrated candidates belonging
to Dave Thomas’ stable of judges
that had to pay $1,000 each to be
endorsed by the PAC.
Issues such as this one created
by Richard Scotti and his master,
Dave Thomas, are among the reasons why endorsements are losing
the credibility of the intended endorsement process and the interest
of those who used to gain the en-

dorsement of unions and organizations that in the long run cannot
force the members to vote for
whomever the group endorsed and
have no way to verify who they do
vote for.
These issues may cause voters
to wonder why Richard Scotti is
willing to gamble over $100,000 of
his own money and beg to raise
another $100,000 in contributions
to try to get a job that pays that
much only if you include insurance
and other little perks.
Citizens For an Ethical Judiciary
was founded and created by Melody
Howard, the president of a local
organization that in part is financially supported\ by Dave Thomas;

it supposedly exists to cater to and
care about veterans, but few of the
endorsed candidates are veterans.
It is very noble to see a woman
getting involved with veterans and
the\ political scene of Southern
Nevada to ensure that only “good”
candidates are elected to represent
the people of the community in
which they reside.
However, in looking a little
deeper into who Melody Howard is,
the Las Vegas Tribune was surprised to learn that Melody Howard
is employed by the law firm of
Kemp, Jones & Couthard, the same
law firm for which Richard Scotti
works.
(See Misleading Voters, Page 8)

Ross Miller
inappropriate gifts and contributions while serving as Nevada Secretary of State. Instead of facing the
questions regarding his own apparent misdeeds, Mr. Miller seemed to

filibuster and stall, then deflected
attention from himself by attacking
Adam Laxalt’s military service
record. The attack was made in such
a disgusting and unprofessional
manner that Mr. Miller may have
disqualified himself from the office
of Nevada State Attorney General.
The fact that Mr. Miller deflected attention from himself is
appalling; what he said about Mr.
Laxalt’s time in a combat zone is a
low and desperate political tactic.
That Mr. Miller used a U.S. military veteran who had served our
country in a war zone by attacking
that veteran’s service record is unforgivable. Ross Miller said “It
seemed like you were processing
paperwork,” referring to Laxalt’s
duties in Iraq as a Prosecutor/Jag
Officer.
The fact is that several Jag Of(See Veterans, Page 6)

Veterans are deserving of respect
Special to the Las Vegas Tribune
The following is an article written by Steve Sanson, President of
Veterans In Politics International.
All branches of the military should
be respected for the service they
have provided for our country and
our freedom. Personally, I salute
U.S. Navy Lt. Adam Laxalt, U.S.
Army Judge Advocate General, the
Honorable Judge Rob Bare, and
U.S. Marine Steve Sanson for their
service to our country. —Perly
Viasmensky, General Manger of the
Las Vegas Tribune
Veterans In Politics International
(VIPI) demands, at the very least,
an apology from Ross Miller for his
egregious comments during a debate with Adam Laxalt, candidate
for Nevada State Attorney General,
Friday night, October 11, on the
Vegas Public Broadcasting System
(PBS). We also feel Ross Miller

Adam Laxalt
should immediately resign from the
office of Nevada Secretary of State.
During the debate for Attorney
General, Ross Miller was asked to
respond to allegations of receiving

Is Obama very secretly planning an
immigrant amnesty after elections?
The U.S. government is vetting vendors to produce up to 34 million work permits and green cards. Could
President Obama be prepping to grant sweeping amnesty to illegal immigrants after the November elections?
By Husna Haq
Christian Science Monitor
Is the White House quietly preparing to issue an executive order
after the November midterm elections that would provide amnesty
for millions of illegal immigrants
— including work permits and
green cards for up to 34 million
immigrants?
According to rumors first reported by Breitbart.com, President
Obama will release an immigration
bombshell in the form of an executive order later this year.
The conservative site first discovered a draft of an online solicitation by the U.S. Citizenship and
Immigrations Services that seeks
vendors that can produce up to 34
million blank work permits and
green cards over the next five years.
President Obama appears “to be
getting his ducks in a row” before
legalizing illegal residents by executive order, Bob Dane, spokesman for the Federation for American Immigration Reform, a politically conservative immigration
group that seeks to stop most im-

migration, told Watchdog.org.
Specifically, the draft solicitation seeks vendors that can produce
a minimum of 4 million cards per

year for five years, and 9 million in
the early stages — larger than the
official estimates of 12 million illegal immigrants in the U.S.

The draft solicitation “seems to
indicate that the president is contemplating an enormous executive
(See Amnesty, Page 9)

Demonstrator Yoland Araujo carries an oversized resident alien card during an immigration protest rally in
Los Angeles. Marchers filled the streets, demanding amnesty for the nation’s millions of illegal immigrants.

FROM THE DESK OF GORDON MARTINES

The Care and Feeding of Our Community
By Gordon Martines
I feel sorry for anyone who believes that another TV reality show,
depicting real-life criminal cases,
that should have been, had been, or
ought to have been properly
screened, submitted and ultimately
examined and judged in a court of
Law, would actually surface in this

community, with the help of our
current corrupt administration, in
both the District Attorney’s office
and the LVMPD.
If this reality show was to be,
please accept the following past unresolved occurrences that still need
honorable and thorough criminal
re-examination:

1. The 1997 Mortensen, Brady,
Mendosa, fatal shooting of an alleged gang-banger, and the life sentencing of Officer Ronald
Mortensen, despite the fact that the
bullet that killed Mendosa was
never examined or found to be connected to Mortensen’s gun, nor was
the gun properly placed in

Mortensen’s hand; nor was he
placed at the scene by credible witnesses other than the actual accomplice (Brady) to the actual incident.
2. The Suave Lopez officer involved shooting, whereby the actual crime scene was reconstructed
and a handgun and briefcase were
(See From the Desk, Page 6)
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Police warn about Halloween marijuana-laced candy

With Halloween just around the corner, Colorado police are warning parents that candy or other
sweets laced with marijuana could potentially wind up in children’s trick-or-treat bags.

By Yvonne Zipp
Christian Science Monitor
Maybe they should go back to
giving away those boxes of raisins?
With Halloween less than two
weeks away, Colorado police are
warning parents that candy or other
sweets laced with marijuana could
potentially wind up in children’s
trick-or-treat bags.
“Apples, gummy bears, there’s
a ton of different edible stuff out
there on the market that’s infused
with marijuana,” said Sgt. Brett
Hinkle from the Denver police’s
marijuana unit in an official
podcast.
This year, the state became the
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first in the nation to legalize marijuana sales to adults for recreational use, followed by Washington. Both states’ experiences are
being watched carefully by other
states considering whether to decriminalize or legalize the drug. In
November, voters in Oregon and
Alaska will vote on whether to also
legalize recreational marijuana use
in their states.
Anti-marijuana activists in
Colorado have expressed concern
that a child might accidentally eat
candy, cookies, or brownies that
contain the drug. Lollipops, Pixy
stix, and peanut butter cups are
among the sweets that have been
infused with marijuana.
“This is highly deceptive,” Gina
Carbone, a mother and co-founder
of Smart Colorado, told Reuters.
“Why do regulators and elected
officials in Colorado think that
everyday candy loaded with marijuana somehow won’t appeal to
our kids?”
(See Pot Candy, Page 6)

A marijuana-infused sour gummy bear candy (left) is shown next to a regular one at right in a photo illustration
in Golden, Colo. Friday. As children prepare for Halloween on Oct. 31, police in Colorado are warning
parents that some treats may not be all they seem. Since Colorado and Washington this year became the first
U.S. states to allow recreational sales of pot to adults, much of the public debate has focused on marijuanainfused products such as chocolates, cookies and candies, potential to attract children or be eaten accidentally.

My Point of View
(Continued from Page 1)
make him win this election, I think
he is going to be surprised on November 4 after the votes are
counted.
I am recommending to every
one that I know — Latinos,
Anglos, Blacks, Asians and any
other race — to vote for Christine Guerci-Nyhus because she is
the best candidate for judge in District Court Department 8 without
a doubt.
If Undersheriff Joe Lombardo
believes that the Latin Chamber of
Commerce has any influence on
the Latino Community, he has a
real surprise coming. If he thinks
that Fernando Romero’s clique has
any respect within the Spanish
community of any kind, his surprise will be even bigger.
The Latinos in Las Vegas know
better than that; they know that
under the Lombardo regime the
Clark County Detention Center
Latino population has increased;
and as I pointed out a few weeks
ago in this column, three Latinos
have been murdered and the police
always arrive too late.
Latinos in Las Vegas know
Larry Burns; they know that Larry
Burns speaks our language and is
able to communicate with the
Latinos that have not learned English yet.
Larry is not going to be out
there in the streets of Las Vegas
being an interpreter for the Latino
community — of course not — but
Larry Burns knows the Latino
mentality and he knows how to
deal with the Latinos.
Those of you who did not have
the opportunity of listening to my

radio show last Tuesday when I interviewed Desiree Lucido, should allow us to send you a copy of that
show before the election. In that interview, you would have heard from
this mother who, after two years
without seeing her daughter, still
cries for her as she told us how Family Court Judge Vincent Ochoa
screamed at her and told her that she
will never see her daughter again.
Request a copy of that show
which aired on Face The Tribune
and you can hear her telling us that
when she and Judge Ochoa met at a
traffic light, she asked the judge
when he was going to let her see her
daughter and he rolled down his
window and told her, “F*** you.”
This election should be an example for those elected officials that
still believe that by coming out only
in election year they are going to be

able to keep their job; many of them
could get a nice little surprise of
rejection from the voters who give
them the pink slip.
In fact what this community
should be doing is starting to organize themselves to lobby for every
office holder to have a term limit.
We should not be keeping those
government employees in office
forever — they need to learn how
to earn a paycheck or learn how to
sign a check on the front and not
just on the back.
This election should be an alert
to those individuals that make politics their career to show them that
serving the community, “giving
back to the community” as they say,
should have a term limit because the
people of Nevada do not want to
abuse the generosity of those politicians who need to get back to their

normal life and their families.
I hope and pray that this election serves as an example of how
tired the public is of career politicians and how eager they are to see
new faces in office. This is a Republic, not a monarchy; we do not
need just a few families governing
the people of Nevada.
Open your eyes, people, and
vote the right way, the honest way,
the educated way and the way that
is best for the good of the community.
My name is Rolando Larraz, and
as always, I approved this column.
Rolando Larraz is Editor in
Chief of the Las Vegas Tribune. His
column appears weekly in this
newspaper. To contact Rolando
Larraz,
email
him
at:
Rlarraz@lasvegastribune.com or
at (702) 699-8111.

Quote of the Week:

“The best thing about the
future is that it comes one
day at a time.”
—Abraham Lincoln

Please Note:

Although the Las Vegas Tribune
is open to all and sundry opinions about what we publish, we
wish to inform all those who
choose to submit their opinions
in writing to refrain from threatening anyone about whom an article is written or the writer of
the article. In other words, any
opinions containing threats will
not be published. We thank you
for adhering to this policy.

MISSION
STATEMENT

We search for the truth, embrace the truth, and print the truth.
If we inadvertently print something that is not true, we will let
our readers know. We are open to
documented information to shed
light on any issue of concern to
our readers. We are of service to
our community, and it is our intention to serve our community
the best way we can.

RECEIVE A FREE COPY OF THE LAS VEGAS TRIBUNE EVERY WEEK!
To receive a complimentary link to every new issue of the Las Vegas Tribune, please send
an email to circulation@lasvegastribune.com and give us the email address where you
would like your copy sent. We look forward to having you as a subscriber to our publication.
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Ed

Vote for

Uehling
Senate District #10

• Do you want Las Vegas to get
65,000 new jobs? At no cost?
• Do you want the tax breaks that
corporations receive?
• Do you want better choices for
your children’s education?
• Do you want the police to
respect your rights?

Uehling is for You!
The Peoples’ Watchdog

EdUehling.com

Paid for by: The Committe to Elect Edmund Uehling
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CITY BEAT

Cultural Arts November Calendar of Events 2014

Allegato World Jazz Quartet
featuring Allison Adams Tucker
Sunday, Nov. 9, 7 p.m.
Free and open to the public.
Sammy Davis Jr. Festival Plaza
in Lorenzi Park, 720 Twin Lakes
Drive, 702-229-3514.
Allegato World Jazz Quartet will
take you on an eclectic jazz journey, performing music from around
the globe and in six languages, including songs from Brazil, Japan,
France, Italy, Argentina, Cuba,
Mexico and the U.S. Their world
mix of Latin rhythms, swing, funk,
ballads, and gypsy jazz, all with a
contemporary twist, makes for a
truly international cultural experience — no passport necessary.
Bring blankets, lawn chairs and picnics if desired, but please no pets
or glass containers.
The Poets’ Corner (ages 17+)
Hosted by Keith Brantley
Friday, Nov. 21, 7 p.m.
Free and open to the public.
West Las Vegas Arts Center
Community Gallery, 947 W. Lake
Mead Blvd., 702-229-4800.
A monthly forum for established
poets and open-mic participants
featuring the best local poetry talent. Call 702-229-4800 for more information
or
visit
www.artslasvegas.org.
West Las Vegas Arts Center
Winter 2015 Class Registration
(all ages)
Registration Nov. 29, 2014 —
Jan. 3, 2015 for the six-week session of classes Jan. 7 — Feb. 14,
2015.
West Las Vegas Arts Center, 947

W. Lake Mead Blvd., 702-2294800.
Cultural arts classes include African Dance for Children, African
Dance for Teens/Adults, African
Drum, Ancestral Stretch / Yoga —
Beginner, Ballet & Tap / Children,
Ballet — Beginner, Ballet — Intermediate / Advanced, Modern Dance
— Intermediate, Street Funk / Hip
Hop, Capoeira / Martial Arts, Social Media & You, Audio Engineering, and Private Piano/Voice lessons. To register, or for more information, call 702-229-4800 or visit
www.artslasvegas.org/events/
register.htm.

Speak Up!

If you have something
to say... say it on your
own radio show.
RadioTribune still
has one hour of
airtime available.
For more information,
call (702) 699-8100

Exhibitions
“Three Minutes” Exhibition
Artist Seder Burns
Through Nov. 26, 2014;
Wednesday-Friday, 12:30 to 9 p.m.
and Saturday 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Free and open to the public.
Charleston Heights Arts Center,
800 S. Brush St., 702-229-6383.
This series of surreal photography of rural Ohio and Michigan
pastimes is meant to question our
perception of time and the veracity
of photography, taken with a unique
homemade camera, similar in design to those that produced the first
images from space. Ferris wheels
in motion look like candelabras and
people look like cardboard cutouts.
These distorted images are created
in camera and are not manipulated
afterward. For more information
about this exhibit, please call 702229-1012.
“Re-Visualizing Las Vegas”
Exhibit
Through Nov. 15, 2014; 7 a.m.
to 5:30 p.m. Monday-Thursday;
closed Saturday, Sunday and holidays.
Free and open to the public.
Las Vegas City Hall Chamber
Gallery, 495 S. Main St., second
floor, 702-229-1012.
For more than 65 years, the Las
Vegas News Bureau has captured
the sights and sounds of the world’s
leading destination like no one else,
and has played a unique role in promoting Las Vegas by documenting
unforgettable images on film. In
“Re-Visualizing Las Vegas,” Brian
Jones, a photographer with the Las
Vegas News Bureau, has brought a
new perspective to many of the
timeless black-and-white images
using modern techniques in
Photoshop, and applying vibrant
colors and soft pastels to capture the
period in time. For more information about this exhibit, please call
702-229-1012.
“Hendrix Bros — Heart & Soul”
Exhibition
Artists Melvin & Tim Hendrix
Exhibition open through Nov. 8;
9:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m., WednesdayFriday; 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday.
Free and open to the public.
West Las Vegas Arts Center
Community Gallery, 947 W. Lake
Mead Blvd., (702) 229-4800.
Melvin James Hendrix, 27, and
Tim Hendrix, 39, together are
Hendrix Bros Heart & Soul. The
two brothers, originally from Milwaukee, Wisconsin, now reside in
Las Vegas, Nevada. Tim started
drawing at the age of 4. He taught
& inspired his younger brother
Melvin to draw at age 12. At 14,
Tim started to experiment with

painting. Melvin and Tim reconnected in Las Vegas in 2011 to
chase their dream of being artists.
Through their art, they aspire to inspire humanity, to bring us together,
to realize we are all one. Call 702229-4800 for more information or
visit www.artslasvegas.org.
“Unnatural Selection”
Exhibition
Artist Sam Davis
Sept. 25, 2014-Jan. 15, 2015; 7
a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Monday-Thursday; closed Saturday, Sunday and
holidays.
Free and open to the public.
Las Vegas City Hall Grand Gallery, 495 S. Main St., first floor,
702-229-1012.
For more information about this
exhibit, please call 702-229-1012.
“On a flat patch of desert a little
red robot wobbles his way toward
a destination unbeknownst to us.
With arms and legs ill-conceived for
nearly every task, our protagonist
continues unimpeded by his lack of
design. Is he searching for life, water, shelter... love? Ironically these
mechanical characters represent
the most human aspects of us all.
The perseverance of the human
spirit, in spite of our own flawed designs, shortcomings and inabilities.
These robots represent many of the
challenges and hopes of the viewer
— to cross our own great deserts
and find the sum of our struggles,
whatever that may be.”
— Sam Davis
*****
Harvest the Holidays! Tivoli
Village offers a cornucopia
of monthly events
Located 15 minutes from the Las
Vegas Strip, Tivoli Village offers a
shopping, dining and entertainment
experience with a pleasant outdoor
atmosphere. In addition to a long
list of unique boutiques and enticing restaurants, visitors can enjoy a
variety of unique and familyfriendly monthly events. Below are
the updated events offered at Tivoli
Village for the month of November:
SPECIAL EVENTS
Harvest Festival: Tivoli
Village’s weekly farmer’s market
gets an autumnal makeover with its
annual Harvest Festival. The celebration will feature Roos-N-More
Petting Zoo with special animal
classes, face painting, pumpkin
decorating, jerky and hot wing eating contests, free games and prizes,
live entertainment by “The Voice”
contestants Ryan Maloney and Cali
Tucker, and so much more! Bring
the family and pets down to Tivoli
Village for Harvest Festival and
enjoy the fall season while shopping for the freshest fruits and veg-

etables from local farms and producers.
Date: Saturday, Nov. 8
Time: 9 a.m. — 4 p.m.
Price: Complimentary
Made LV Turkey Toss
Cornhole Tournament- Sponsored by PBR: Join Made LV
American Tavern in celebrating one
of the valley’s most beautiful seasons with an all day cornhole tournament on Saturday, Nov. 15 at
Tivoli Village. Get in on the action
by registering your two-person
team for the ten board, doubleelimination tournament and compete to win great prizes including a
cash purse for the top finishers. Just
want to check out the scene? Don’t
worry, no need to register, just come
by and enjoy the PBR viewing
lounge, all day food and drink specials, including house-smoked turkey legs and Made LV’s mini arcade, library of retro board games
and three outdoor patios.
Date: Saturday, Nov. 15
Time: 10:30 a.m. — 4 p.m.; an
awards ceremony at 5 p.m.
Price: There is a $20 cash registration fee per team due at signup. To register, visit https://
www.eventbrite.com/
myevent?eid=13621595559
Easter Seals Cheers to Chocolate: Chocolate and wine lovers
rejoice—Easter Seals Nevada’s
“Cheers to Chocolate” returns to
Tivoli Village this November!
Guests can enjoy wine and chocolate tastings, live music and a silent
auction.
Date: Saturday, Nov. 15
Time: 7 p.m. — 9 p.m.
Price: $40 online at http://
www.cheerstochocolate.com, $45
at the door
Santa Arrival Parade: Santa
Claus is coming to town and you
can celebrate his arrival with a parade at Tivoli Village. Kick off the
holiday season right with this free,
family-friendly event featuring
Santa’s house where children can
take photos with Santa, a trackless
train ride around Tivoli Village and
live performances on the main
stage. Train rides will be located in
front of Market LV’s lobby &
PacSun. Tickets for the train can be
purchased at B Sweet located on the
2nd floor of Market LV. B sweet will
also be offering patrons of Tivoli
Village FREE cotton candy.
Date: Friday, Nov. 28
Time: 10:30 a.m.
*****
City Beat is a compilation of
news and views of our editorial and
writing team, along with reader
submissions and topics. Readers
are invited to suggest a local topic
or any other items of interest.
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Contact John at 702-383-1006 or john@watkinsforjudge.com
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Veterans

(Continued from Page 1)
ficers were killed in action while
serving in Iraq and Afghanistan
over the past 12 years of war.
The fact is every member of the
U.S. Armed Forces was and is in
mortal danger while serving in Iraq
and Afghanistan from Improvised
Explosive Devices (IED), mortars
lobbed into base, suicide bombers,
snipers, local friendly attacks, accidents and so on.
The majority of troops in the war
are in support positions and are doing their duty as part of a team; it
doesn’t matter what your Military
Occupational Specialty is; you are
a basic rifleman first and trained to
take out the enemy at all costs.
Every cook, mechanic, truck
driver, lawyer, doctor, and every
member of our political party system is risking their life in support
of the mission.
Unfortunately Mr. Miller has
never served our country in the
military nor in a combat environment, so he wouldn’t know nor understand this concept.
Mr. Laxalt served our country
under very dangerous conditions
and was awarded the Joint Service
Commendation Medal and the Iraq
Campaign Medal. In addition, his

Unit was awarded the Joint Meritorious Unit Award.
Laxalt’s team was in charge of
more than 20,000 detainees during
the surge, assisting with the detention and prosecution of thousands
of war criminals and terrorists.
Mr. Miller owes the 339,000
Veterans and their families who call
Nevada their home an apology for
such an insanely stupid insult.
When Veterans In Politics held
our candidate interviews for the
2014 elections, Mr. Laxalt graciously appeared and withstood our
scrutiny in his bid to further serve
our country in the office of Nevada
State Attorney General. Mr. Miller
didn’t even respond to the invitation, indicating his disdain for veterans.
Mr. Miller should thank Mr.
Laxalt for the freedom to make insensitive remarks. After all, Adam
Laxalt was prepared to die for Ross
Miller’s right to free speech.
Mr. Miller, you are a disgrace
and an embarrassment. You do not
deserve the privileges secured for
you by members of our military,
whether they pushed paper or ammunition. They all volunteered to
defend your freedoms.
Resign immediately.

Pot Candy

(Continued from Page 2)
There have been at least two reports in the state of children falling
ill after accidentally ingesting marijuana-laced edibles — in one case
after a mother had unknowingly brought the candy home. Colorado
has passed a law that by Jan. 1, 2016, all pot edibles must be shaped,
stamped, colored, or marked with a symbol indicating they contain
marijuana and are not for consumption by children.
Denver police are recommending that parents only let children
have packaged candy from well-known brands and to throw out anything that appears to be tampered with.
To be clear, police have not expressed concern that someone malicious might pass out the candy to unwary trick-or-treaters, a la the
old urban myth about apples with razor blades hidden inside. Their
concern, rather, is that a child might accidentally pick up gummy
bears or some other candy laced with marijuana.
“A kid is not going to be able to tell the difference,” Denver Police
spokesman Ron Hackett told ABC News. “My daughter is 7 years
old. She could care less if it’s growing mold. She’s going to eat it.”

From The Desk
(Continued from Page 1)
removed from the scene and then
re-photographed and then later presented to the Coroner’s Inquest
without divulging that the crime
scene was illegally reconstructed,
after Suave Lopez was shot and
killed, while handcuffed, running
through a fenced parking lot, trying to escape.
3. The Costco fatal shooting of
Eric Scott, whereby coincidently
the camera that captured the entire
incident suddenly became inoperative, and was later sent out to a computer company that was owned and
operated by an LVMPD employee,
for re-examination. Not to mention
the disappearance of key witnesses
that were present at the shooting
scene, including the ambulance attendant that found the second gun
on Eric Scott’s body; and not to forget to mention that Eric Scott, according to the medical examiner’s
report was shot in the back five
times while he was prone on the
ground.
4. And let’s not forget the Trevon
Cole fatal shooting — a half-naked
man, attempting to flush his dope
down the toilet, was shot in the back
of his head by an LVMPD officer,
who is now the chief counselor in
the police union, to other officers
that are now or will be involved in
on-duty shooting incidents.
5. And finally, the granddaddy
of all wishful thinking of LVMPD
cover-ups, the beheading murder of
LVMPD Officer Kevin Scott
Dailey, dob/06-05-1968, in December of 2007, whereby the LVMPD,
Henderson PD and the Clark
County Coroners Office all allegedly conspired to make this incident
a non-incident.
I could go on and on about the
potential juicy material that could
be submitted to this new reality TV
show that has lately been addressed
and encouraged to be produced by
our leaders, but I think everybody
gets the sarcastic drift that I have
tried to portray.
These above incidents have a
very low probability of resurfacing
in our community. I guess you
might say these incidents are
shoved into the same category as
the “Sgt. Head-kicker” incident,
whereby a diabetic citizen is kicked
in the head five times by a
Henderson Police Sgt., which I
might add, is also captured on videotape for the world to see and examine, whereby our District Attorney refuses to prosecute the police
sergeant for whatever unholy rea-

son.
A reality show in Las Vegas? I
think not; it would only be another
TV entertainment show that would
project another expected false image of our community and promote
the already overwhelming stench of
corruption that presently exists in
our local and state government.
I cannot emphasize the importance of voting out the political incumbents currently holding office
in our community. However we
vote, we are going to have to live
with and tolerate that choice for
several years.
Understand this — this community is my home, and you are my
neighbors, and I only want the best
for all of us: I want what is true and
honest, I want all to be treated fairly
and equally, and I want to feel that
all will be equally protected by our
law enforcement officers under the
law.
IN GOD WE TRUST.
*****
Gordon Martines is a former
LVMPD detective who has served
in many capacities over his 39-year
career in law enforcement. He has
been a candidate for sheriff in 2002,
2006, 2010 and 2014, with the intention of bringing integrity and accountability back to the department,
and filed a federal lawsuit against
LVMPD in 2011. Martines now
contributes his opinions and ideas
to the Las Vegas Tribune to keep the
public informed and help improve
policing in Las Vegas. He has also
appeared on the Face the Tribune
radio program several times to
share his plan for a better LVMPD.

This brings us to another candidate who is trying to seek your vote.
The race for Clark County District
Court Judge Department 32.
On September 20 during the
Veterans In Politics Talk Show,
Randy Tindall, a Judicial Candidate
for Clark County District Court
Judge Department 32, made a comment about his opponent Rob Bare,
Clark County District Court Judge
and a former Defense Council/Jag
Officer in the Army, who served in
The Incursion into Panama for “Operation Just Cause,” indicating that
Judge Bare’s military experience as
a Jag Officer does not transition
over into civilian court.
No person should ever use a US
military combat veteran as a scapegoat, but when an elected official
does it, that elected official reveals
a character that should not hold
public office as a representative of
the people... people who include
veterans.
The negative remarks made by
anybody against our U.S. veterans
are unforgivable, especially coming
from people that never served our
country!
Thank You Adam Laxalt, Judge
Rob Bare, and all Nevada veterans
for your service.

Nevadans for a Court of Appeals
Campaign receives important
statewide endorsements

Special to the Las Vegas Tribune
The Nevadans for a Court of
Appeals Campaign announced it
has received important statewide
endorsements leading up to the general election on November 4.
Among the organizations that
have officially endorsed the campaign are the Culinary Union Local 226, the Nevada Resort Association, the Nevada Taxpayers Association, the Retail Association of
Nevada, the Nevada State AFLCIO, the Nevada Mining Association and LV Metro Chamber.
“The Culinary Union is proud to
endorse this campaign, as we support the creation of an appellate
court in Nevada,” said Yvanna
Cancela, political director of the
Culinary Workers Union Local 226.
Other organizations that have
endorsed the campaign include The
Chamber of Reno, Sparks and
Northern Nevada; the Carson Valley Chamber; the Nevada Trucking
Association; the Builders Association; Associated General Contractors of Nevada; the Nevada State
Bar Association; the Washoe
County Bar Association; the Clark
County Bar Association and the
Nevada Association of Public
Safety Officers.

“These endorsements are very
helpful to the campaign and signal
that a ‘yes’ vote on Question 1 is
important for many Nevadans, from
business owners and culinary workers to building professionals and
Nevada taxpayers,” said State Senator Tick Segerblom, D-Las Vegas.
The Nevadans for a Court of
Appeals campaign is co-chaired by
Governor Brian Sandoval and Attorney General Catherine Cortez
Masto.
Currently, the Nevada Supreme
Court handles 2,500 cases per year,
making it the highest per justice filings in the nation. That results in
56 percent of all appeals requiring
more than six months to be heard
and 29 percent taking more than one
year. The Nevada Supreme Court
must hear appeals involving issues

such as driver’s license revocations,
prisoner disputes regarding the
quality of their food or clothing and
general business disputes. A Court
of Appeals would decide appeals of
District Court decisions in certain
civil and criminal cases.
“A Court of Appeals would
speed up time spent waiting for decisions from the state’s high court,
something that benefits everyone in
the state,” said Carole Vilardo,
president of the Nevada Taxpayers
Association.
The Court of Appeals would
consist of three judges, initially appointed by Governor Sandoval to
two-year terms similar to the process used to fill judicial vacancies.
Following the initial two-year term,
justices of the Court of Appeals
would be elected by popular vote
to six-year terms. Because all appeals would be filed with the clerk
of the Supreme Court, no added
bureaucracy is created by a Court
of Appeals.
The proposal to create a Court
of Appeals was unanimously approved by the state Senate and state
Assembly in 2013.
More information can be obtained by visiting the website
www.nvcourtofappeals.com.
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Obama credit card declined:
Does he need to get out more?

President Obama had his credit card declined when he tried to pay for dinner at a fancy
restaurant in New York. He’s not the only U.S. chief executive to suffer wallet embarrassment.
By Peter Grier
Christian Science Monitor
WASHINGTON — Ever suffered a financial indignity in public? President Obama has. He had
his credit card declined when he
tried to pay for dinner at a fancy
restaurant in New York last month.
At least that’s the story he told
to employees of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau on Friday, where he spoke after signing
an executive order to strengthen
security for credit and debit cards.
It’s true — sometimes the news
writes itself.
The restaurant in question was
Estela, in downtown Manhattan.
The president and first lady
Michelle Obama were in town for
the former’s speech to the United
Nations General Assembly in September.
According to CNN, the couple
dined on burrata with salsa verde
and charred bread, plus an endive
salad with walnuts and anchovies.
Then came the reckoning.
Restaurant workers had to tell
the leader of what used to be called
the “free world” that his plastic
wasn’t any good at their place because the credit card company

would not accept it for payment of
the bill.
“I guess I don’t use it enough,
so they thought there was some
fraud going on,” said Mr. Obama.
“Luckily, Michelle had hers. I was
trying to explain to the waitress that
I’ve really been paying my bills.”
Obama was trying to use his own
experience as evidence of the extent of consumer fraud, and why
people need protection. Or something like that. “Even I’m affected
by this,” he said.
But come on, for critics this will
be an irresistible metaphor for preconceived notions about the administration. Think Obama’s too profligate with federal spending? Of
course he is — his own credit card
was declined! Too out of touch with
reality to run the nation? Can’t even
get his credit card accepted! Lives
in a bubble? Doesn’t even carry
enough cash to pay for a salad!
And so forth.
As to the truth of any of these,
we’ll just note tangentially that
while the accumulated U.S. federal
debt is indeed humongous, the yearto-year deficit is actually dropping.
“Obama has credit card rejected
at restaurant. Server evidently

(Continued from Page 1)
Coincidence? Some people who
are familiar with the modus operandi of Dave Thomas are not surprised at all with this type of coincidence; however, a few of these
people are surprised to see Richard
Scotti operating such a dirty campaign and a few more of them were
disappointed with such unethical
behavior by a man for whom they
were planning to vote.
Judges with impeccable reputations and stellar qualifications such
as District Court Judge Kerry
Earley in Department 4, District
Court Adriana Escobar (endorsed
by Radio Tribune) in Department
14, and even District Court Judge
Jerry Tao (who will never be endorsed by any organization under
the Tribune umbrella until he apologizes to the founder of the Las Vegas Tribune) — who are all very
well respected and are doing a good
job on the bench — are paraded by
Thomas and Scotti in the endorsement fliers that everyone knows
costs the grand total of $1,000 each.
That is when the question is
begged as to why judges with a
good reputation, doing a great job,
and with an impeccable record,
need to pay for endorsements. The
endorsements are given to qualified
elected officials; why then do they
have to pay?
It is because the endorsements
belong to the campaign manager
and who knows how many people
participate in the splitting up of the
$16,000 collected by the PAC,
which is collected by the secretary
in the law office where Richard
Scotti works.

It is understandable that judges
like Bill Gonzalez and Vincent
Ochoa and Sandra Pomeranze pay
for the endorsements due to the
poor report card they all have with
several organizations and with litigants in family court.
It is also understandable that
Susan Bush had to pay for an endorsement after her campaign took
a 360-degree turn when she allowed
a pair of local attorneys to compromise her reputation by adding her
to a campaign fund-raising event
with Judge Doug Smith to make the
judge look good by being connected
with her.

Misleading Voters

Re-Elect

didn’t get deficit-is-dropping talking points,” tweeted New York
Times White House correspondent
Peter Baker.
Obama’s not the only U.S. chief
executive to suffer wallet embarrassment. According to a 2011 piece
from the Cleveland Plain Dealer,
Dwight Eisenhower once had to
borrow money from a bodyguard to
buy a grandchild a toy at a five-anddime.

In 2005, President George W.
Bush found himself without cash as
the collection plate approached at
the National Prayer Service. He
declined Vice President Dick
Cheney’s offer of a bail-out bill and
instead borrowed money from his
father, former President George H.
W. Bush, who was sitting behind
him.
As president, Bill Clinton was
notorious for cadging money from

Secret Service agents when shopping. At least Obama seems to have
cash in hand when he buys ice
cream on Martha’s Vineyard. Remember, it isn’t as if presidents are
used to food being free.
They have to pay for personal
meals for themselves and their family at the White House out of their
salary. It’s only state dinners and
other official meals that get covered
by the U.S. government.

Open Mic
with Gordon Martines

11:00 a.m.
Tuesday and
Thursdays
on
RadioTribune.com
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$100? $80? $70? $60? $50? How low will oil prices go?
Crude oil prices have fallen to a four-year low, leaving producers and consumers wondering:
Where’s the price floor? The answer lies with Saudi Arabia, according to many analysts.

By Jared Gilmour
Christian Science Monitor
Washington — Want to know
where the floor on plummeting global oil prices is? Ask Saudi Arabia.
Crude oil prices have spiraled to
four-year lows over the last three
months, leaving consumers and
producers wondering how far prices
will fall. We may be approaching
the price floor, according to many
analysts, but where prices stabilize
depends heavily on Saudi Arabia —
an oil mega-producer that controls
a huge share of the market.
Saudi Arabia produces about
9.65 million barrels a day, according to Bloomberg. That’s a third of
all Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) output,
and around a sixth of global supply. With that kind of oil, Saudi
Arabia’s production and pricing
decisions heavily influence global
markets. Many are calling on the
Saudis to cut their supply and prop

Amnesty

(Continued from Page 1)
action that is even more expansive
than the plan that Congress rejected
in the ‘Gang of Eight’ bill,” Jessica
Vaughan, an immigration expert at
the Center for Immigration Studies
and former State Department official, told Breitbart.com.
How likely is it that the rumors
are true, and Obama is indeed planning executive action on immigration?
President Obama will go ahead
with a “very significant” executive
action on immigration after the
summer, Senior Obama adviser
Dan Pfeiffer told reporters at a
Monitor breakfast in July. He added
that the action would be so significant it may well trigger impeachment proceedings against the President.
Indeed, Obama has vowed to
make a move on immigration reform this year. He had planned to
reach a decision by summer’s end,
but postponed action until after the
November midterms.
What’s more, even the draft solicitation document hints at major
changes in immigration reform,
mandating potential vendors must
be capable of handling a “surge”
scenario of 9 million identity cards
in one year “to support possible future immigration reform initiative
requirements.”
A USCIS official also told the
UK’s Daily Mail that the draft was
published “in case the president
makes the move we think he will.”
However, it’s also possible the
rumor mill is in overdrive.
For starters, it’s common for federal agencies to plan for contingencies.
“Solicitations of this nature are
frequent practice for all USCIS contracts and allow the Agency to be
prepared for fluctuations in the
number of immigration applications
received, which can arise for any
number of reasons,” Christopher
Bentley, a spokesman for USCIS
said in a statement.
And another USCIS official told
the Daily Mail that the solicitation
was drafted in case immigration
reform legislation passes in Congress, not in anticipation of action
from the White House.
But Breitbart.com finds such a
scenario unlikely.
“A year ago, such a plan might

An oil field worker hangs from an oil derrick outside of Williston, N.D.
U.S. oil output is surging so fast that the United States rivals Saudi
Arabia as the world’s biggest producer, filling the market with a glut of
oil that’s driving down prices worldwide.
up prices, but their next move is
anyone’s guess.
“Anyone who thinks they know
what the price is going to be... must
have some listening devices in the

royal family’s home,” says Tom
Kloza, chief oil analyst at
GasBuddy.com, a group that tracks
gasoline prices.
In short, Kloza says of the price

have been attributed to a forthcoming immigration bill,” reports the
conservative site. “Now, following
the summer’s border crisis, the
chances of such a new law are extremely low, giving additional credence to the possibility the move is
in preparation for an executive amnesty by Obama.”
If conjecture about an executive
order on amnesty is true, it would
represent a change of astonishing
breadth.
According to data on its website,
the USCIS processed 862,000 Employment Authorization Documentation (EAD) cards, or work permits, overall between January and
June of this year. But according to
the draft solicitation, “the guaranteed minimum for each ordering
period is 4,000,000 cards,” and “the
estimated maximum for the entire
contract is 34,000,000 cards.” (The
draft solicitation seeks vendors to
produce both work permits and Permanent Residency Cards [PRCs],
or green cards.)

As Dane, of the anti-immigration Federation for American Immigration
Reform,
told
Watchdog.org, “There aren’t
enough federal employees from
here to Pluto to do adequate background checks on 34 million.”

floor, “you can’t know it.”
Burgeoning supplies of U.S. oil
are a key reason Saudis have already moved their prices lower,
hoping to stave off competition
from American shale. Innovations
in hydraulic fracturing and horizontal drilling have helped U.S. production surge 70 percent since
2008, according to the New York
Times, which has slashed the
amount of OPEC oil the U.S. imports in half. That U.S. shale oil is
more expensive to produce, which
means falling oil prices will generally hurt U.S. producers before they
hurt the Saudis.
But if Saudi Arabia lets the price
of oil drop further to hold their
market share, it could imperil the
oil revenues that behemoths like
Venezuela and Iran rely on to fund
their budgets. Those countries have
grown accustomed to earning $100
or more for every barrel they produce.
Saudi Arabia, meanwhile, likely
has the financial reserves to weather
low prices for several years.
“If the Saudis want to send a
message to the U.S. oil shale producers or to Vladimir Putin, they
have the wherewithal to do that,”
Mr. Kloza says. “If they want to
bring other producers to their knees,

they have the power.”
If prices continue to fall, it would
be a windfall for major oil importers like Japan and Europe as they
emerge from recession.
“Consumers win, producers
lose,” says Edward Chow, a senior
fellow at the Center for Strategic
and International Studies, a Washington-based think tank, in an interview with Bloomberg Thursday.
Prices on U.S. crude fell to $82
per barrel this week, while the global benchmark, Brent, slid to $85 a
barrel. That’s a major drop from
$100 a barrel, where crude had been
hovering since 2011. And it looks
like prices could stay this low, or
go even lower.
“Prices in the $70 or $80 [a barrel] range are Goldilocks numbers,”
says Kloza — that is, not too high,
not too low. “These are reasonable
numbers,” Kloza says, even for producers in the Bakken, where the
cost of extraction is significantly
higher than Saudi Arabia. “If we go
into $50 or $60, they’re not.”
But is Saudi Arabia — and the
rest of OPEC — willing to sell oil
at lower prices to compete with
growing U.S. production? It’s unclear, and predictions of future
prices hinge on what Saudi Arabia
(See Oil Prices, Page 10)
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Obama’s diminished standing among women
is hurting Democrats in the midterms
Single women and suburban moms helped Democrats to big wins in both presidential and midterm
elections, but their support for President Obama is fading, especially in battleground states.

By Doug Mataconis
Christian Science Monitor
Democrats have long had an
electoral advantage among women,
particularly among single and suburban professional women, that has
helped propel them to victory in
elections both in presidential and
non-presidential years. In 2008, for
example, exit polling showed that
President Obama won women by
56 percent to 49 percent; and in
2012, the breakdown was 55 percent to 44 percent. The reasons for
the disparity in these elections, and
in many others at the national, state,
and local level, have been the subject of speculation for decades, ever
since the so-called “gender gap”
was first noticed.
Among the factors that have
been cited has been the fact that
women tend to have more “liberal”
views on economic and pocketbook
issues and tend to support a less
aggressive foreign policy, although
that last one doesn’t really apply to
the Democratic Party in the age of
Obama, and, of course, the fact that
the Republican Parry’s stance on
social issues, as well as debacles
like 2012’s comments by various
candidates about abortion and rape
and the comments of many on the
right about birth control issues,
have turned women off to the party
as a whole. That doesn’t mean that
Republicans can’t do well among
women, of course. Ronald Reagan
won the women’s vote quite handily in his 1984 landslide, for example, and George H.W. Bush won
it narrowly in his smaller 1988 landslide.
More recently, just last year,
Chris Christie won the women’s
vote in deep blue New Jersey by
twelve points. In 2010, Republicans
won women by a narrow 1 percent
on the way to taking control of the
House. Now, as we head into a midterm that could hand control of the
Senate, President Obama’s problems with women, which seem to
have come out of nowhere, threaten
to hurt his party:
Female voters powered President Barack Obama’s victory over
Mitt Romney in 2012, as Democrats leaned heavily on social issues
to rally single women and suburban
moms to the polls.
But with two weeks until Election Day, the president’s diminished
standing with women is quickly
becoming one of the biggest liabilities facing Democrats as they
struggle to hang onto the Senate
majority.
In battleground states across the

country, Obama is underwater with
female voters — especially women
unaffiliated with a political party —
and it’s making it harder for Democrats to take advantage of the gender gap, according to public polling and Democratic strategists.
Already Democrats are taking a
beating from men, who back Republicans over Democrats by
double digits in most of the key
Senate races. But to overcome that
deficit, Democrats need to win over
female voters by a wider margin in
battleground states like Colorado,
Iowa, Alaska, North Carolina and
New Hampshire. That task will be
the primary focus of Democratic
campaigns as they prepare an intensive voter-turnout operation.
First, they must overcome the
Obama factor. After defeating Mitt
Romney by 11 points among
women in 2012, the president has
seen his approval rating drop
sharply with females, particularly
in the battleground states.
In Alaska, for instance, Obama
lost soundly in 2008 and 2012. But
he’s only gone downhill from there,
especially among female voters,
only 29 percent of whom give him
high marks. Obama’s unpopularity
could be having a spillover effect
on Sen. Mark Begich (D-Alaska),
who is fighting for his political life
against Republican Dan Sullivan. In
one recent CNN/ORC poll of likely
voters, Begich was losing women
to Sullivan by 7 points.
According to a Quinnipiac poll
this week, Democratic Sen. Mark
Udall was trailing by 19 points to
his GOP challenger, Rep. Cory
Gardner, among male voters. In that
poll and a new CNN poll, the Republican was down only 9 points
among women. In 2010, when
Colorado Sen. Michael Bennet
barely beat GOP candidate Ken
Buck, the Democrat won female
voters by 17 points and lost men by
10, according to exit polls. Most
Democrats believe Udall needs a
similar advantage to win.
But the president’s sharp decline
in Colorado has made life much
harder for Udall. The CNN poll
showed 60 percent of white women
disapproving of Obama’s job performance — and 56 percent of nonwhite women also holding negative
views. Just two years ago, Obama
outperformed Romney in Colorado,
51-49 percent, among female voters, according to exit polls, as the
president carried the state.
In Kentucky, where Obama lost
116 of 120 counties in 2012, Senate Minority Leader Mitch

(Continued from Page 9)
and other OPEC producers decide
at their meeting in late November.
In the meantime, Saudi Arabia
has followed market trends — accepting lower crude prices to hold
its share of the market.
“They may be just teaching the
crowd in the U.S., the shale boys, a
lesson,” said T. Boone Pickens,
founder and chairman of BP Capital LLC, on Bloomberg TV in early
October.
The U.S. shale boom has thrust
North American extraction into the
upper echelons of oil production,
rivaling mega-producers like Saudi
Arabia and Russia. But, like
Pickens, many worry that if prices
continue to fall U.S. production
could be hurt; after all, it costs more
to extract oil from U.S. shale, given
the higher cost of hydraulic fracturing and horizontal drilling — the
technologies that unleashed the
U.S. boom in the first place.
Meanwhile, ebbing oil prices

spell good news for motorists at the
pump. And with consumers paying
less for gas, retailers benefit from
consumers who have more to
spend.
And assuming OPEC nations
don’t take any major actions to alter oil flows or prices, prices could
stay where they are for some time.
“Under most circumstances,
we’re close to a reasonable floor,”
Kloza says, noting that changes in
production out of Libya and Nigeria could drive up prices and make
for a higher floor.
Production has been relatively
stable throughout Africa and in Iraq,
and the glut of U.S. oil has helped
push down prices even more. But
if any of that changes, so does the
price calculus.

Oil Prices

McConnell has run about even with
female voters, according to several
polls, while holding a double-digit
advantage among men. In recent
Fox News and CNN polls, for instance, McConnell was down just
2 points and 3 points, respectively,
among female voters to Democrat
Alison Lundergan Grimes, helping
him maintain an advantage in the
closely watched race.
In New Hampshire, Sen. Jeanne
Shaheen led Scott Brown by 8
points among female voters, according to a New England College
poll, with nearly half of female voters disapproving of Obama’s performance in office. By comparison,
Obama won female voters 58-42
percent against Romney two years

ago in New Hampshire.
In North Carolina, a recent survey USA poll showed Sen. Kay
Hagan up 16 points among female
voters and down 12 points among
men, a race that remains a dead
heat. But in Iowa, where Democrats
are trailing narrowly, Republican
state Sen. Joni Ernst holds an 18point advantage among men, while
Democratic Rep. Bruce Braley is up
13 points among women, according to a Quinnipiac poll.
In Iowa, much like the other
states, Obama is shedding support
among women. For instance, 53
percent of women viewed Obama
unfavorably, according to a recent
Des Moines Register poll, even
though Obama won 59 percent of

the female vote in 2012.
It’s a problem pollsters say
Democrats will have to reckon with.
“He’s not doing as badly [with
women] as he is among men, but
it’s hardly anything to write home
about,” said GOP pollster Whit
Ayres. “Which is why many of
these Democratic candidates are
still struggling.”
Arguably, this loss of the advantage among female voters is a good
part of the reason that Democratic
candidates for the Senate are struggling this year and Republicans
look likely to take control of the
Senate with only two weeks to go
until Election Day. In Alaska, for
example, Dan Sullivan has a com(See Women’s Vote, Page 12)
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We must tell the truth
about ISIS because
President Obama won’t

By Jay Sekulow
Special to the Las Vegas Tribune
In his address to the nation last week, President Obama declared to the
nation — to the world — that ISIS (also known as ISIL, the Islamic State
of Iraq and the Levant) was not Islamic.
Across the globe, jaws dropped.
It’s not my purpose today to cite chapter and verse why President
Obama is wrong. Pundits have been doing that for days. Instead, I want to
focus on the deeper question: Why is ISIS’ Islamic identity critical to its
appeal to the Muslim world?
The truth is that ISIS’ core appeal is in its Islamic identity, and it is that
identity that makes ISIS so dangerous.
After all, if ISIS isn’t “Islamic,” then tens of thousand of devout young
Muslims wouldn’t be flocking to its banner.
If ISIS isn’t “Islamic,” then opposing Islamic militias would swell
with the ranks of the faithful, eager to root out the apostates in their midst.
Instead, however, ISIS grows, its various jihadist rivals shrink and the
U.S. is under the greatest threat since 9/11.
Understanding ISIS’ Islamic identity is critical to understanding the
true dimensions of its appeal to Muslims and its growing international
power. This summer, as the ISIS challenge was just beginning to emerge,
I traveled to Oxford University’s Harris Manchester College, along with
key members of our American Center for Law and Justice (ACLJ) “law
ofwar” team.
There, we launched an in-depth study of ISIS, its motivations and its
capabilities. We turned the papers we created into a book, “Rise of ISIS:
A Threat We Can’t Ignore.”
We combined our academic study with on-the-ground experience in
Iraq and years of international legal experience combating jihadists in
international tribunals to tell the truth — the whole truth — about ISIS.
And the truth is that ISIS’ core appeal is in its Islamic identity, and it is
that identity that makes ISIS so dangerous.
At its heart, ISIS represents the quest to restore the Muslim world to
its glory days — to the days of the caliphate, when Muslim rule stretched
across the Middle East and deep into Europe. This caliphate combined
political and religious rule under one leader, a leader who provided his
people with a fierce sense of conviction and purpose.
To millions of Muslims — who believe with all their heart that Islam
must be ascendant over the entire earth — the dream of a caliphate is
powerful indeed. And when they see this new “caliph” rampaging across
the Middle East, destroying entire divisions of Iraqi and Syrian troops,
they are inspired. Far from being repulsed by ISIS’ brutality, they see it as
effective, as intimidating their enemies and mocking the United States.
Remember, this is the same Middle East that not so long ago expelled
hundreds of thousands of Jews from Muslim lands — often through violent, deadly pogroms. This is the same Middle East that has hosted telethons for Palestinian suicide bombers.
This is the same Middle East that Usama bin Laden declared backed
the “strong horse.”
Millions of Muslims look at ISIS and see not repulsive savagery, but
impressive strength.
It’s past time for American to hear this truth. By minimizing the challenge, President Obama makes it more likely that Americans will go along
with the half-measures he’s proposed as a “strategy” to “degrade and destroy” ISIS. In my new book “Rise of ISIS,” we outline a strategy that
can succeed, and we emphatically reject any strategy that depends on
arming or funding jihadists, including Syrian jihadists. We must meet
ISIS’ strength with America’s much greater strength, partnering only with
proven allies.
And we can never forget — while ISIS may be the strongest and
wealthiest terrorist organization in the world — it is not the only jihadist
group that seeks to kill Americans, destroy Israel and persecute Christianity out of existence. Hamas, Al Qaeda and others are part of the same
jihad, with the same objectives.
For too long we’ve pretended that we can end wars through our own
retreat or that we can win Middle East allies with soothing words. Our
enemies have laughed at us, gathered their forces and are now stronger
than they’ve ever been.
The first step to fighting back is telling the truth about the threats we
face. And if the president won’t, we must.
Jay Sekulow is Chief Counsel of the American Center for Law and
Justice (ACLJ), which focuses on constitutional law. He hosts a daily
radio show, “Jay Sekulow Live,” which is broadcast on more than 850
stations nationwide as well as Sirius/X satellite radio. Follow him on
Twitter @JaySekulow.
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A cautionary note: why polls in
Election 2014 are all over the map
Voters aren’t interested in 2014 midterm elections — a lack of enthusiasm
that crosses party lines and all demographic groups. As a result, it’s harder
for pollsters to figure out who might actually turn out to vote in November.
By Doug Mataconis
Christian Science Monitor
Several polls that have come out
over the past couple days have
drawn media attention, in no small
part because they have been different in some way from what we’ve
been seeing before. There’s been,
of course,
the SurveyUSA poll out of Kentucky purporting to show Alison
Lundergan Grimes surging in Kentucky, Larry Pressler pulling into
second place in South Dakota and,
yesterday, a group of polls from Fox
News that seem to be good news
for Republican candidates and a
CNN/ORC poll that seems to show
Pat Roberts gaining ground on Independent Greg Orman in Kansas.
Keeping all of that in mind, NBC’s
First Read notes this important caveat:
Between now and Election Day,
you’re going to see A LOT of divergent poll numbers. And the reason why is that not all likely voter
models are created the same, even
among good pollsters. We’re seeing more money being spent on
turnout than ever before in a midterm cycle, but we’re also seeing
American voters more turned off
from the midterms than before.
Those two things make polling
more unpredictable. No one is confident who will be showing up to
vote.
To emphasize that last point, a
new Gallup poll signals that voter
engagement is lower than it was
during the previous two rounds of
midterm elections:
PRINCETON, NJ — Turnout in
the midterm elections this fall could
be lower than in the past two midterm elections, based on current
voter engagement. On each of three
indicators of voter engagement in
midterm elections — how much
thought Americans have given to
them, their expressed motivation to
vote, and their enthusiasm about
voting compared with past elections
— 2014 looks more like lower-turnout years 1998 and 2002 than
higher-turnout years 2006 and
2010.
The latest results are based on
Gallup’s Sept. 25-30 poll, which
includes updates on several key
election indicators. Although voter
turnout has not varied greatly in
recent midterm elections — ranging from a low of 38.1 percent of
eligible voters in 1998 to a high of
40.9 percent in 2010 — there is a
positive correlation between greater
voter engagement on these measures and higher voter turnout.
One likely reason voter turnout
was higher in 2006 and 2010 was
that Americans were deeply dissatisfied with the state of the nation,
as well as the jobs the president and
Congress were doing. In those elections, the same party controlled the
presidency and both houses of Congress, so voters looking to change
the government had a clear and obvious way to do so — voting against
members of Congress from the
majority party. And that is precisely
what happened, with Democrats

winning control of both houses of
Congress in 2006, and Republicans
winning control of the House of
Representatives in 2010.
In 1998 and 2002, in contrast,
Americans were generally pleased
with the way things were going in
the country and with the job performance of the president and Congress — even with divided party
control — and were thus less motivated to use their vote to try to
change the government. Accordingly, there was little change in the
party composition of Congress after those elections.
This year presents a different set
of circumstances. Americans are
dissatisfied with the state of the
nation and generally unhappy with
the job the president is doing and
even more so with the job Congress
is doing. Earlier Gallup research
suggested that low approval of Congress is associated with higher voter
turnout in midterms. However, with
a Democratic president and divided
party control of Congress, there is
no clear remedy to inspire voters to
change things this year, and that
may be keeping Americans’ motivation to vote and enthusiasm about
voting in check.
The poll goes on to note that
Republicans do tend to say that they
are more engaged with the election
than Democrats, which is typical of
midterm elections and suggests that
the GOP will maintain its traditional
advantage. However, there does
seem to be a clear lack of enthusiasm across the board regardless of
party or demographic group, and
that makes it harder for pollsters to
figure out who might actually turn
out to vote in November. It’s always
a guessing game, of course, and
how individual polling companies
make that guess will heavily influence how their polls come out, but
that guess becomes harder to make
when it becomes less clear how
likely people are likely to turn out
to vote. If you get that guess wrong,
then your polling isn’t going to be
a very accurate reflection of either
the current state of the race, or what
is likely to happen on Election Day.
Because of this, the polling we
see over the next month may be all
over map, which of course will
cause the cable “news” networks
and political talking heads to react
breathlessly with every development. Some of it may actually turn
out to be a significant indication of
the state of the race, but much of it
is also likely to turn out to be noise
that is best ignored. In that regard,
it is good to remember that the final Gallup poll of the 2012 presidential election had Mitt Romney
narrowly leading Barack Obama,
and that a Gallup poll from two
weeks earlier had Romney with a
seven-point lead, As it turned out,
of course, Gallup’s polling models
for 2012 were completely off, and
it ended up showing up in the results. There were also many polls
from other companies during the
October 2012 timed period that
purported to show the presidential
race tightening. In the end, of

course, the president ended up winning by a comfortable margin.
The point is that individual polls
are likely to be all over the place,
and they may not even be accurate.
Rather than hyping each individual
poll because it helps “your” candidate, if you really want to have
some educated idea of what’s going on in the races for Senate and
Governor, pay attention to the poll
trackers
at
places
like
RealClearPolitics and Polltracker,
along with the forecasts from Nate
Silver, Sam Wang, Election Lab,
and others. You’ll get a much
clearer picture of what’s going on,
and you’ll avoid the repeated cycle
of excitement and disappointment
that comes with each individual
poll.
Doug Mataconis appears on the
Outside the Beltway blog at http://
www.outsidethebeltway.com/.

Women’s Vote

(Continued from Page 10)
fortable lead over Mark Begich in the RealClearPolitics average. Cory
Gardner appears to be pulling ahead of Mark Udall in Colorado, with a
3.0 point lead in the average in that state. After a brief tizzy caused by a
poll that appears now to be an outlier, Sen. Mitch McConnell appears
headed for re-election over Alison Lundergan Grimes. In New Hampshire, there are at least some indications that Scott Brown is closing the
gap with Sen. Jeanne Shaheen, as is Thom Tillis in North Carolina in his
race against Sen. Kay Hagan. Finally, Joni Ernst has led in pretty much
every poll in Iowa this month and hasa 2.5 point lead over Bruce Braley
and the Republican candidates in Arkansas and Louisiana also seem to be
on track for victory in November.
Now, all of these races may not pan out for the GOP, but enough of
them seem to be leaning in the Republican direction that, given the minimal amount of time left and the factors that are influencing the race, it
seems a fair guess to say that most of them will, unless something drastic
changes in the next two weeks. One of those factors that is clearly influencing the race is the president’s job approval rating, which remains quite
low overall and on specific issues such as the economy and foreign policy.
As the linked article notes, the drop in the president’s job approval applies regardless of gender, and it appears to be impacting the Senate races
that will decide who controls the upper house of Congress. No doubt,
with the campaign in crunch mode for the next 13 days, we will see Democrats try to turn the tide on the women’s vote in the close races noted
above. Mark Udall’s focus on abortion, which has also been popping up
in races in North Carolina, Louisiana, and Arkansas, is quite obviously
aimed at both changing the minds of female voters who may be leaning
toward the Republican candidate and mobilizing them to get out and vote.
Whether that effort succeeds or fails may end up being the deciding factor in the battle for the Senate.
Doug Mataconis appears on the Outside the Beltway blog at http://
www.outsidethebeltway.com/.
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A government big enough to give you everything you want, is strong enough to take everything you have. — Thomas Jefferson

Our Point of View

Time to choose those
who will judge us

It has been a refreshing week seeing the local daily newspaper trying to work outside the box in their selection for
judgeships in the Eighth Judicial District Court election.
The “most influential newspaper in Nevada” (their opinion, not ours) is working hard in its efforts to regain some
credibility within the community it claims it represents,
and some of its endorsement choices have earned at least a
“C” for those efforts.
We agree with the daily newspaper on their choice for
District Court Department 4 and with its explanation. Judge
Early should be allowed a full judgeship term before she
can be judged by Clark County voters in her performance.
Please notice that we say “before she can be judged by
Clark County voters in her performance” and not by the
newspaper, because newspapers are not supposed to tell
its readers for whom to vote — regardless of how influential that newspaper could be.
In Department 5 we also agree with the daily newspaper. In the beginning we were not sure about Judge Carolyn
Ellsworth, and to a point were unfair to her until we learned
the other side of the story; what we heard merited reason
enough for us to apologize to Judge Ellsworth publicly and
in print and make an effort to correct our mistake.
Judge Carolyn Ellsworth has principles, ethics and a great
respect for the Constitution and the litigants in front of her.
We have to give the daily newspaper kudos for that selection.
In the race for Department 8 we cannot agree more with
the daily newspaper. The current judge is out of his league;
he has no business being in there and it is time for the
people of Clark County to get a judge who can respect
them and treat them as human beings. With more than 30
reversals from the Nevada Supreme Court, the people of
Clark County will be better served by allowing Judge Doug
Smith to step down and join the firm of his pals Pitaro and
Fumo and bring Christine Guerci-Nyhus in to replace him.
Christine Guerci-Nyhus has over twenty years of legal
experience in both the courtroom and administration; she,
as Chief Deputy Attorney General, was instrumental in the
smoking ban law being passed and was fully involved in
prosecuting the HOA scandal that has brought so much
shame to the state — from one end of the judicial and law
communities, with so many people involved — through
the highest law enforcement positions, down through the
ranks of the police department, and involving all the others who were caught up in this scandal and are now awaiting trial.
Quoting the local daily newspaper, the Las Vegas Review-Journal: “She has served as Henderson’s interim city
attorney — she would have been given the permanent job
if U.S. Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid hadn’t intervened to get his son, Josh Reid, the position — and a chief
deputy attorney general. Department 8 is desperate for
someone who is fair, prepared, and respects and understands the law. The Review-Journal endorses Christine
Guerci-Nyhus in District Court, Department 8.” We not
only second that motion, but also congratulate the ReviewJournal for that endorsement.
The Department 14 incumbent Judge Adriana Escobar,
erroneously was accused by this newspaper for “trying to
mislead the voters” of Clark County with the wrong wording in her campaign signs, which caused the Las Vegas
Tribune to have to apologize to the voters and the Judge
for not remembering that she was elected in November
2012 after being appointed to the bench by Governor
Sandoval.
Judge Adriana Escobar’s mother was a very important
person to the administration of the first Spanish newspaper in Clark County, the now defunct La Verdad Spanish
newspaper. The administration of the Las Vegas Tribune
has known judge Escobar since she was a young teenager
and Judge Escobar’s daughter used to have a radio show
on Radio Tribune. We have no reason to antagonize or to
diminish the qualifications of Judge Escobar, but when we
assumed that her campaign team was misleading the constituents, we had to weigh our loyalty to the Escobar family against our duty and obligation to our readers and to
the community as a whole.
We agree with the daily newspaper and definitely applaud the decision of Radio Tribune for endorsing Judge
Adriana Escobar.
This newspaper disagrees wholeheartedly with the decision of RadioTribune and the Review-Journal on the
endorsment of Judge Jerry Tao in Department 20 because
we believe that a judge needs to have extra control of his/
her temper in order to wear that Black Robe.
Nothing personal, but we feel if he cannot control his
impulses as a losing candidate, who can tell us that one
day he will not throw the gavel at someone with whom he
doesn’t agree?
RadioTribune and the RJ can endorse him, but we do
not agree.

Like we don’t have enough
problems in this country

By Perly Viasmensky
With all the problems we have been facing in the
last several years, such as unemployment, domestic
violence, babies killed by foster parents, Child Protective Service separating children from their biological parents, judges ruling in cases according to their
likes of the litigants or which of them has more money,
we still don’t have enough, now we need to deal with
an outbreak of a deadly virus and the incompetence of
the government supposed to be protecting citizens.
When is the government going to ban all flights to
and from West Africa? What are they waiting for, for
the whole country to be infected with the Ebola virus?
It amazed me how the government insults the intelligence of the American people. Taking the temperature of people flying in through airports in New York,
Chicago, Washington, Atlanta and the likes, it is considered good enough practice? Please, you don’t have
to have a medical degree to have some knowledge of
the situation.
When someone becomes infected with Ebola, they
will not feel sick immediately. From two to twentyone days, the person could feel normal, but inside their
bodies, the virus is multiplying.
People with complete knowledge in the medical
field would tell us that even if a person shows no symptoms of Ebola, they could still spread the virus during
the incubation period.
The flights need to be banned, period. And if the
major airlines are putting pressure on the government,
which is a great possibility, for financial and economic
reasons, it is the duty of the president of this great
nation to step forward and protect the people he is supposed to represent.
Even Florida Senator Marco Rubio has called on
President Obama to ban all flights from Liberia, Sierra Leone and Guinea.
In a press conference at Miami International Airport Senator Rubio expressed his concern that Miami
could become the door of entrance for Ebola. Rubio
said that Miami receives thousands of passengers from
the Caribbean and Latin America and should there be

an outbreak in Latin America it would be disastrous
for the United States with people coming here seeking
free treatments.
Texas Gov. Rick Perry said last week it defies common sense that people who had been exposed to the
disease had traveled outside of the state, or in one case,
boarded a cruise ship. Gov. Perry said he’s asked President Obama to enforce a no-fly list to prevent people
who have been in contact with Ebola patients from
boarding airplanes.
President Barack Obama said that he wouldn’t object to a travel ban if experts advise one is needed, but
said that he hasn’t been advised that it is necessary.
Many people are wondering when the president’s
supposed experts are going to see the danger on sight.
Didn’t we learn enough from the two nurses from
Texas?
In my most humble opinion the second nurse infected with the Ebola virus in Texas, Amber Vinson,
who according to news reports has been monitoring
her own temperature for days, showed a great deal of
insensitivity toward the well-being of others around
her. She already had a fever when she traveled from
Dallas to Ohio and back again to Dallas, putting at
risk one hundred and something passengers on each
flight, besides the many people she came in contact
with during her stay in Ohio.
The flights to and from Africa should be banned
completely. It is true that American citizens cannot be
denied entrance into their own country, but if they have
chosen to travel to a country infected with a deadly
disease, they should pay the consequences and stay
there until they acquire a little bit of common sense.
The temperature of every domestic flight passenger
should be monitored very closely and anyone with 99degree fever should be denied boarding and immediately put on quarantine until all concerns are satisfied.
*****
Perly Viasmensky is the General Manager of the
Las Vegas Tribune. She writes a weekly column in this
newspaper. To contact Perly Viasmensky, email her at
pviasmensky@lasvegas tribune.com.

ON A PERSONAL NOTE

James Joyce: As if the
crime wasn’t bad enough...
By Maramis
We all know that whether a couple
Sometimes the biggest news story
is married or not, circumstances can
of the week is devastatingly huge and
exist to make ending the relationship
horribly real, involving the loss of
desirable or even necessary. Often,
many innocent lives, the destruction
at the same time, other circumstances
of a whole city or some irreplaceable
can exist that make it difficult, if not
monument, or the latest update on a
seemingly impossible, for the couple
serious health threat to a community,
to physically separate into two difa nation, or the world.
ferent residences once they have
Sometimes the devastation is in
reached that point of no return. I hapthe form of a local crime, but goes
pen to know of several couples right
far beyond the actual crime of the
now who find themselves in that very
perpetrator to that of the possible
situation, so that is not at all unusual
lasting effects on those who had to
or suspicious in any way. Where the
MARAMIS CHOUFANI
suffer through the event in some way, such as the chil- greater portion of any possible future problem may lie,
dren who were present during the murder of their however, is in WHY the couple feels the need to sepamother in their northwest Las Vegas home this past rate and HOW the more offended party has been reactweek.
ing, is reacting now, and may possibly react to the whole
We all know that when one is in a rage, regardless situation in the near future.
of the reason for the rage, there is no rational thinking
Jealousy knows no bounds. It doesn’t even need any
going on. There is no thought process in progress that basis in reality or facts on which to exist or grow. It is
informs the one so enraged that he better stop what he like an ugly seed of trouble, misery and evil that gets
is doing and use some common sense. There is no planted in a person’s heart and starts growing in the
thought mechanism that will automatically employ the jealous partner’s mind — for whatever reason — seekphysical brakes to any God-awful and irrevocable ac- ing to express itself, whatever that takes, and however
tion that an enraged person is emotionally charged up that expression will make itself known. Jealousy seems
for and in the middle of executing. Such surge of emo- to not only need expression, but seems to want retribution and unthinking rage may well have an irrational tion and even release from that torturous and all-enor even incomprehensible beginning in all such per- compassing feeling of its own self-expression. Theresons who so experience it, but it appears to have an fore, it doesn’t seem to matter who will hear about it
all-too-common ending: that of the enraged person or who will see it being expressed. It doesn’t seem to
following through with the objective of his rage: to matter who will be affected by it or how it will even
hurt, maim or kill as the let-loose emotions attack the affect the jealous partner, the one suffering all that inperson at whom the rage is directed.
ner rage. And although the offended partner may think
Sometimes, if the intended victim is lucky, some- he’s got it all under control, and the one at whom that
one or even something may intervene to stop the ag- suppressed rage is directed believes the two of them
gression and foil the object of the rage. Often, how- can survive together long enough until one or the other
(See Maramis, Page 16)
ever, there is no such luck.
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There’s no question,
vote “No” on Question 2

cept, of course, for Tesla.
By Chuck Muth
Indeed, while critics in
In an editorial voicing
the Legislature are comsupport for Question 2, the
plaining that the current
Las Vegas Review-Journal
cap on the mineral tax is
began: “If voters approve
unfair because it benefits
Question 2 on this fall’s
only one industry (yeah,
ballot, they will not inthe one and only industry
crease taxes on Nevada’s
that pays it!), those same
mining industry.”
legislators last month
But that’s like saying if
eliminated the entire tax
the Gibbons Tax Restraint
burden for the next 10
law — which requires a 2/
years for one COM3 super-majority vote of
PANY.
CHUCK MUTH
the Legislature to approve
any tax hike — is repealed (as many liberNow let’s do a little side-by-side comals hope), no taxes will be increased. Which parison here, shall we?
is “technically” true. The problem is that
—Tesla’s battery factory is projected to
both measures would not merely enable create 6,500 jobs paying an average anfuture tax hikes, it would almost guarantee nual salary of around $52,000 and the opthem.
eration will pay zero taxes in Nevada for
Indeed, make no mistake: If Question 2 the next ten years.
passes, bills to increase the mineral tax on
—Mining employs over 12,000 rural
our mining community will be unleashed Nevadans at an average annual salary of
at warp speed!
$90,000 and paid, in 2013 alone, a whopIn fact, liberals are salivating at the pros- ping $347.9 million in various taxes.
pect, as well as Sen. Michael Roberson’s
So we’re going to single out and give
(RINO-Las Vegas) “Dirty Half-Dozen” one newcomer company with no history
gang that proposed a whopping $600 mil- or roots in Nevada a free ride for ten years
lion-plus tax hike on mining in the last leg- while jacking up the taxes on an industry
islative session. Worse, the money would that’s been a great corporate citizen since
be dumped into a dark hole deeper than any before Nevada achieved statehood and will
mine shaft...
pay over $3 BILLION in taxes over the
Nevada’s government-owned/bureau- next decade?
crat-managed/union-operated public school
Yeah, that’s fair.
system.
Oh, and for you Clark County voters
So if you vote for Question 2, just know who don’t think this impacts you: Who do
that you are (a) voting for higher taxes and you think will be picking up the tab for all
higher government spending, and (b) per- those unemployment, welfare and food
petuating our dead-last-in-the-nation status stamp checks in the rural counties if minin education rather than forcing true re- ing in Nevada is harmed?
forms, including universal parental school
Vote “No” on Question 2.
choice.
Chuck Muth is president of Citizen OutAnd here’s another oft-overlooked point: reach, a non-profit public policy
In addition to the mineral tax, Nevada’s grassroots advocacy organization. Chuck
mining industry already pays every other Muth may be reached by email at
tax that every other business pays. Oh, ex- cmuth@lasvegastribune.com.

No more implied
consent in Nevada

By Mace Yampolsky
was unlawful because
Good news for susDefendant did not subpected drunk drivers. The
mit to it; but (3) (this is the
NV Supreme Court in
important part of the rulByars vs State on October
ing) because the blood
16th ruled that the implied
draw was taken in good
consent law in NV is unfaith, the exclusionary rule
lawful. Law enforcement
did not apply, and the
officials now CANNOT
Fourth Amendment violaforce a motorist to submit
tion therefore did not warto a blood test to determine
rant reversal of the judgimpairment without a warment of conviction.
rant, because it is unconstiThe state’s implied conMACE YAMPOLSKY
tutional. This article was
sent law, which permits
adapted from an article published in Re- law enforcement officials to force a motorview-Journal and several quotes are from ist to submit to a blood test to determine
the actual decision. The pithy comments, impairment without a warrant, is unconstiof course, are mine.
tutional. Based on a 2013 U.S. Supreme
Here is a synopsis of the opinion:
Court decision called Missouri v. McNeely,
Defendant was stopped for speeding and the Nevada court said in a unanimous deadmitted to having smoked marijuana five cision that the state’s law violates the Fourth
hours before the stop. Law enforcement Amendment against unreasonable search
officers informed Defendant that they and seizure.
would perform a blood draw, during which
The case came out of Churchill County,
Defendant struggled by striking two offic- where Michael Byars was pulled over for
ers. The blood draw showed that Defendant speeding on U.S. Highway 50. Byars rehad THC in his blood. Defendant was fused to submit to a blood test, which later
charged with unlawful use or being under found that he had THC, the psychoactive
the influence of a controlled substance, ingredient in marijuana, in his blood.
among other offenses. Defendant was conHowever, the facts in this case are a bit
victed of all counts. On appeal, Defendant problematic. Mr. Byars did not look like a
argued, among other things, that the war- shining paragon of virtue and staunch derantless blood draw violated the Fourth fender of the Constitution at first blush. A
Amendment.
Nevada State Trooper read Byars Nevada’s
The Supreme Court held (1) the natural implied consent law and informed Byars
dissipation of marijuana in the bloodstream that he would perform a blood test. Byars
does not constitute a per se exigent circum- refused to submit to the test, but cooperstance justifying a warrantless search; (2) ated with the Nevada State Trooper until
Nev. Rev. Stat. 484C.160(7), which per- they reached the hospital and the blood
mits officers to use force to obtain a blood draw was actually performed. During the
sample from a person, is unconstitu- blood draw, Byars struggled, striking the
(See Mace, Page 17)
tional, and the blood draw in this case

BEHIND THE MIKE

The rhythm of your leadership So you’re off to college
By Doug Dickerson
Here’s the rub —
I am still learning that
rhythms vary from person
my schedule is far less
to person so in a collaboabout what I want to get
rative environment where
done and far more importeamwork is essential it
tant about who I want to
can be a juggling act. As a
become. — Bill Hybels
leader try not to interrupt
A story is told about the
the rhythms of your people
great 19th-century naturaland their best times of proist and Harvard professor
ductivity with rhythm-killLouis Agassiz who was
ing meetings and interruponce approached by the
tions. The key here is to
emissary of a learned soknow your work rhythms
ciety and invited to address
and that of your people. It
its members. Agassiz deDOUG DICKERSON
will help you to establish
clined the invitation, saying that lectures of your priorities and maximizes team perforthis kind took up too much time that should mance.
be devoted to research and writing. The man
The rhythm of personal growth
persisted, saying that the society was preYour growth and development as a
pared to pay handsomely for the lecture. leader is essential to your effectiveness to“That’s no inducement to me,” Agassiz re- day and will improve the quality of your
plied, “I can’t afford to waste my time mak- leadership tomorrow. Are you setting aside
ing money.”
time for your personal growth and develFinding the rhythm of your leadership opment? Without a rhythm of learning and
is an important part of your development a commitment to personal growth you will
as a leader. Your leadership rhythm sets the begin to lose your edge as a leader. “Leadtone and gives priority to every other as- ership and learning are indispensable to
pect of your life both personally and pro- each other,” said John F. Kennedy. He was
fessionally. With so many demands placed right.
upon you as a leader it’s worth taking into
Now more than ever there are a variety
consideration your leadership rhythms and of personal growth avenues to choose from.
why they matter. I have identified four that In addition to inspiring leadership booksare worth a closer look.
you can also take advantage of mastermind
The rhythm of your time
groups, webinars, and support groups such
Time is the most precious commodity as found on LinkedIn. There is no shortage
you have as a leader. The decisions you of available resources but you must find the
make regarding your time are the most im- rhythm that works for you.
portant ones you make. You are in charge
The rhythm of your health
of your time and schedule. It’s a given that
Your longevity as a leader is tied to the
you are busy and have many demands habits and rhythms of your health — physiplaced upon you for things over and above cally, mentally, and spiritually. If your
your already hectic schedule. But, when rhythm here is out of whack it will have an
was the last time, if ever, you gave thought impact on the other areas already covered.
to the opening quote?
Your life in leadership is hectic. I get it.
Many of us for far too long have looked But when you develop proper rhythms in
at what we need to get done verses who we your diet you will feel better and have more
want to become. Growing into the person energy and will be more productive. When
we want to become begins when we reclaim you develop rhythms for rest and relaxation
our schedules and put our priorities in or- you will reduce your stress and be a much
der. As a leader everything will rise and fall more pleasant person to be around. When
on the rhythm of your time.
you are connected spiritually you will be at
The rhythm of your work
peace.
The rhythm of your work is essential to
Rhythms are your anchors as a leader.
your effectiveness as a leader. By now you Develop your rhythms- nurture them, and
know the rhythm that works best for you. most of all protect them. No one else can
For some people maximum productivity is do it for you.
early in the morning. For others it’s later in
Doug Dickerson is a syndicated columthe day or in the evening. Regardless of nist. He writes a weekly column for this
when that time is, make the most of it. When newspaper. To contact Doug Dickerson,
you capitalize on your work rhythm you email
him
at
ddickerson@
will be at the top of your game.
lasvegastribune.com.

By Michael A. Aun
I love the Dish ad on
I’ve had the privilege of
television where they’re
delivering several comsaying they are going
mencement addresses over
back to college and one
the years, not because of
party begs...
my educational back“Please, take me with
ground, but because I’m a
you.” College should be
hired gun in the speaking
fun and fulfilling.
business.
While I never saw the
As a matter of fact, I
inside of an institution, I
never saw the inside of a
worked as a bartender at
university until I was asked
the Knights of Columbus
to do a commencement
in my youth and I got to
speech. It begs the quesvicariously enjoy the life
MICHAEL A. AUN
tion... what then are the
through the many fraterspeaker’s credentials? I have written eight nities at nearby University of South Carobooks; my three sons kid me “Dad, that’s lina.
five more than I’ve read.” Touché.
One could argue that I graduated from
One of the conclusions I’ve reached over the fun side of college without ever enrollthe years in preparing for the handful of ing in one. The college experience is much
commencement speeches I’ve given is that more than a GPA.
college is less about your GPA and more
My good friend Dr. Nido Qubein is
about learning lessons that will serve you President of High Point University and he
for life.
has revolutionized the college experience
Kids graduating today will have 14 jobs with the life lessons side of educating. High
before they’re 38 years of age. My favorite Point teaches kids about the real world and
piece of advice to my sons was “Don’t how to survive its obstacles as well as the
worry about what you’re going to be when overrated aspects of life.
you grow up. It hasn’t been invented yet.”
I am so proud of my brothers and sisAs a matter of fact, four of the top ten ters. Most have degrees or multiple degrees,
in-demand jobs today didn’t even exist ten but beside my late mother and me, I’m not
years ago. As the great Italian philosopher sure anybody in the real world cares one
Yogi Berra once said: “The trouble with the bit.
future is it ain’t what it used to be!”
My baby brother Andy is a very successWhile the purpose of college is to get an ful lawyer with multiple offices in Columeducation, I would hope that, more impor- bia, SC. He’s successful, not because of his
tantly, the student gains wisdom to help GPA at USC, but because he’s a rainmaker
them navigate through life.
who knows how to generate business in the
Wisdom helps one to discern how to real world. You don’t learn that in college.
overcome the obstacles in life but more
The high school and college experience
importantly the overrated perceptions that are the greatest times in a student’s life.
exist. Most of life is overrated.
Those years are a gift from God; don’t
Grades are overrated. I realize you need waste them in the library. Work hard and
a scorekeeping system, and I mean no dis- play hard.
respect to those who aspire to be at the top
When I played football in high school, I
of their class. Grades are critically impor- wasn’t a gifted athlete but I knew how to
tant to the sciences. I don’t want some doc- have fun. When I hit 45, I noticed I couldn’t
tor operating on me who flunked most of play with my son’s football or softball
his or her surgery classes.
teams like I once did. Now that I’m 65, I’ve
However, for the vast majority of stu- been relegated to being the world’s oldest
dents in college, grades are overrated. Most ball boy. I quote my old high school footof what you need to learn about life will ball coach when I do pre-game intros with
happen after you leave school, either by the referees: “I’m short but I’m slow.”
choice or by chance.
My best advice to college kids, learn but
I always told my sons to study hard but have fun. Life is not about competition; it’s
play hard. Don’t worry about what you’re about connections. Treasure your time in
going to be when you grow up; it hasn’t school.
been invented yet! All three are and were
Our Constitution doesn’t guarantee hapcompetitive weightlifters. The disciplines piness. It guarantees the pursuit of happithey learned in the weight room serve them ness. It’s up to you to find your place in the
as well is the microbiology classes or nurs- world.
(See Michael Aun, Page 15)
ing classes they took in college.
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Sheriff Election: Voters Bamboozled
By Norman Jahn
Let me begin this column by
making it clear: Although I don’t
believe that Joe Lombardo is the
man for the job, I can’t say he is a
good or a bad person. I don’t know
his heart or his character. I only
know that he is the anointed one
(this time around) and that is the last
thing that the LVMPD needs for the
next four years.
Joe Lombardo does not know
me either. I lacked so much trust in
him in 2011 that I ‘waived’ my discipline board and allowed my ‘adjudicated’ discipline case to go directly to Sheriff Duh-G. He did
what I expected him to do.
I don’t recall ever meeting Joe
Lombardo in person. I don’t even
recall ever speaking to him on the
phone. I don’t believe we ever exchanged email — they believe that
is my ‘specialty’... I recently read
of others who had never met
Lombardo. So maybe he is a fairly
private person...but an introverted
‘policy wonk’ as he was recently
described. That is fine — sometimes. Metro needs a charismatic
leader who can INSPIRE officers
to follow his leadership and change
the culture of the LVMPD. “MAKE
NO MISTAKE, PEOPLE” (one of
Gillespie’s favorite phrases), the
department needs to change. The
mindset of officers needs to change.
The mindset of supervisors and
managers simply must change... or
community trust will continue to
decline.
Are the PPA and PMSA endorsements of Larry Burns ending up to
be a ‘curse’ because there is so
much concern over lack of accountability? Come on — it is IMPOSSIBLE that every shooting is ‘justifiable’ or ‘excusable’ and the public knows this. I’d hate to see a cop
who woke up in the morning and

NORMAN JAHN
went to work and ended up getting
in a shooting... END UP IN JAIL.
It is almost impossible to successfully prosecute a police officer for
a crime (act and intent), but officers should receive corrective action
(including termination) with some
frequency. Cops are people. People
make mistakes. Add stress to the
‘human factor’ and errors should
actually be expected — but they
must be CORRECTED, not COVERED UP and rationalized decade
after decade.
The police chief in Milwaukee
just fired a police officer for what
he viewed to be a ‘bad shoot’... The
incident was avoidable and could
have been de-escalated and the
chief was not the only one who felt
that way. I met Ed Flynn once when
he presented leadership training to
us. He is taking lots of heat from
his officers but, LEADERS take
action when necessary. If Metro is
going to move forward and reap
dividends from attempts to improve
public trust it will take someone
who can inspire them beyond any
leader in the history of the LVMPD.
The wrong person in the sheriff’s
chair will be held in ‘contempt and
disdain’ (that is how I often felt
during my career — looked at by
Gillespie and his ‘posse’ with con-

tempt and disdain). I just couldn’t
figure out why.
Another fact on the table — or
on the record — is that I have never
met Rolando Larraz and I’ve never
been paid a dime to write a column.
I have only talked to him on the
phone a couple of times and that is
a fact.
LOMBARDO
THE EDUCATED
I wrote a column previously
when Joe Lombardo was touting his
higher education — or he was ‘going along’ with his handlers who
were trumpeting his education.
Credibility determinations are
important... they occur in a variety
of situations in all of our lives.
Sometimes we don’t even think
about the thought process that we
go through when we make those
determinations. We get ‘tunnel vision’ because we have learned to
trust people we are associated
with; we defer to certain people and
their prior credibility — even after
they are no longer trustworthy. Bill
endorsed Doug and Doug endorsed
Joe. Who was happy with Bill?
Who has been happy with Doug?
What will it take to be happy with
Joe if he gets elected?
Is Joe’s story credible? SAY IT
AIN’T SO, JOE, because there are
serious questions about your
Master’s Degree in Crisis Management at UNLV. Is it worth much
more than the parchment that it is
printed on?
There is a ‘fun’ word that I came
across during my assignment as a
fraud investigator/sergeant with the
LVMPD. That word was BAMBOOZLE and the dictionary.com
definition is, “to deceive or get the
better of (someone) by trickery, flattery, or the like; humbug; hoodwink.”
Another word many voters may

Location, Location, Location
By Jerry Schafer
Special to Las Vegas Tribune
Having lived in Las Vegas since 1958, I have seen
the city skyline change in remarkable ways. I have
seen the fabulous hotels that were once part of the
Las Vegas skyline — the Desert Inn, the Sands, the
Stardust, the Dunes and many more — disappear to
become what I call Ghosts of the Desert.
I have also seen changes in show business as Las
Vegas — once dubbed the Entertainment Capital of
the world — presented lavish dinner shows featuring
gorgeous showgirls clad in feathers and rhinestones,
fabulous acts from all over the world, and magnificent live orchestras and lounge entertainment that had
no equal anywhere in the world.
Along with these eye-popping productions, Las
Vegas Strip hotels presented an array of stars up and
down the famed Las Vegas Strip as the world’s tourists had an amazing selection of famous star talent to
choose from.
Today Las Vegas has gone from the elaborate show
business choices mentioned above to waxing salons
and nightclubs that feature an array of disc jockeys
(as they are called) that earn more money than the
biggest stars of yesteryear could ever hope to imagine.
Today, instead of depending on gaming revenues
to earn profits, the lavish Las Vegas Hotel properties
earn their profits from the addition of a multitude of
high-end shops and stores that pay rent plus (in some
cases) a piece of the action too.
As mentioned above, in addition to shops and
stores, Las Vegas hotels feature nightclubs that draw
young crowds nightly who pay amazing prices for
admission and expensive drinks served by sexy modeltype waitresses who exude more sex than the sexiest
showgirls of the 1960s ever hoped to imagine.
Today the Las Vegas skyline presents a different
look. For all intents and purposes, the tourists that visit
this ‘city that never sleeps’ find themselves amidst a
fast-moving crowd of young tourists who come here
to become part of the excitement offered in the nightclubs, and yes, even in the waxing salons that have

Michael Aun

(Continued from Page 14)
We often hear that the best days
of your life are ahead of you. Well,
so are the worst and when it’s over
and done with, you aren’t getting
out of here alive. Life gives and life
takes away and eventually your life
is taken away. Make the most of it
while you’re here.
Wakeup call, in spite of what
kids think today, YOU ARE NOT
SPECIAL! Nobody out here in the
real world thinks you’re special.
The real world doesn’t care!

become part of the everyday happenings in this city.
A few Las Vegas hotel properties, such as Caesars
Palace, presents “Star Attractions” today. Most hotels
feature either magic shows, or comedy oriented shows,
or fast-moving colorful extravaganzas that feature Chinese Acrobats sliding down poles that reach high above
the proscenium arch on the stages of the showroom
theaters.
The advent of Indian-owned casinos, Atlantic City
Casinos, and other casino properties located throughout the nation, have done little to deter Las Vegas
crowds.
Las Vegas has a certain electric thrill connected with
being here or vacationing here that cannot be found
anywhere else on earth.
As they say, the three most important things related
to the success of business are location, location and
location! No matter what, Las Vegas is a magic location that in many ways becomes a ‘power point’ for
thousands upon thousands of people from all over the
world each year.
Bottom line: the casinos in Las Vegas are no longer
the main attraction, nor are they the main source of
income for the Las Vegas hotels. The fact that the hotels that made Las Vegas the Entertainment Capital of
the world are gone; the fact that today the nightclubs
are the main attractions; the fact that hotels no longer
offer dinner shows or lounge shows doesn’t seem to
matter as business is still booming.
Bigger and better hotels are being built in Las Vegas. The population is growing by leaps and bounds in
spite of the fact that tourists do not gamble the way
they did in the past! However, the race and sports books
have a heyday during events like the Super Bowl, or
the World Series.
When championship boxing is presented in the city,
I think it’s safe to say that every hotel room is sold out
and the casino business, the restaurant business and all
other businesses in the city find themselves booming.
Today Las Vegas remains the Marriage Capital, the
Divorce Capital, the number one convention destination in the world, and more. This city is like a fine wine
— it gets better and better as time goes by.

My generation, the baby boomer
parents, have rewarded mediocrity.
Those bumper stickers that say,
“My child is in the top half of the
class at Lakeview Elementary
School” really kill me. My child
made it possible.
This entitlement mentality which
exist today leads to whiners not
winners, and the last thing we need
in the world today are more whiners! Out here in the real world, everybody takes it on the chin at one
time or another. Life isn’t fair. It’s

not what happens to you; it’s what
you do about it. It’s your choice.
Success is overrated. It’s not the
largeness of your bank account in
life; it’s the smallness of your goals.
It’s not about your career in life; it’s
about your calling. Your career is
what you’re paid for and your calling is what you’re made for.
Michael Aun is a syndicated columnist and writes a weekly column
for this newspaper. To contact
Michael Aun, email him at
maun@lasvegastribune.com.

want to consider between now and
November 4 is the word CRISIS.
Defined as “a stage in a sequence
of events at which the trend of all
future events, especially for better
or for worse, is determined; turning point, a condition of instability
or danger, as in social, economic,
political, or international affairs,
leading to a decisive change, a dramatic emotional or circumstantial
upheaval in a person’s life, the point
in a play or story at which hostile
elements are most tensely opposed
to each other.”
Joe vs Larry for Sheriff. What
will happen when Metro reaches the
‘turning point’ leading to ‘decisive
change’ and ‘the point at which hostile elements are most tensely opposed to each other?’ Everyone
seems to agree that change is
needed after Gillespie’s 8-year debacle, but how about a little bit
more scrutiny of the candidates?
This is a huge decision! Will officers work for someone they seriously
dislike?
Are voters in Las Vegas deceived/bamboozled every time
there is actually some competition
for the position of Clark County
Sheriff? Look back at the 2002 and
2006 elections and the media coverage of them. A Google Search for
key words like Randy Oaks Las
Vegas sheriff and Jerry Airola Las
Vegas sheriff will conveniently provide a ‘hit list’ of interesting stories. With modern technology, voters can click a mouse and do some
research of their own. Just reading
the past headlines is revealing. I
wonder why some of the critical
issues in past elections seem to be
ignored or brushed under the carpet for this election. The two candidates know where some ‘skeletons’ are hidden but they have been
quite polite to each other — so far.
What has Larry done that he is not
proud of? What has Joe done that
he regrets? What struggles did they
face to achieve?
Qualifications and credentials —
aren’t they the two most important
factors? There are actually minimal
qualifications to be the sheriff in
Clark County set by state statute.
Just because someone is ‘qualified’
does not mean he or she is even
close to being properly prepared
and having the requisite experience
to lead.
Remember the drama over Jerry
Airola and whether he was really a
‘reserve’ officer and had actual
‘sworn’ law enforcement experience? That was in 2006 when ‘the
machine’ went to work for our last
SHOULDER TAP SHERIFF
(Doug Gillespie). In 2002, Randy
Oaks was criticized because ‘the
machine’ scratched up information
that Oaks had a college degree from
an online program which was not
accredited. There were multiple
media reports on these issues...but
there are NONE about Lombardo’s
‘accelerated’ Executive Master’s
Degree. What degree from what
college was deserving of education
pay and was a ‘real’ degree?
Metro paid for nearly all of my
classes in the Public Administration
program at UNLV. They called it
the Education Assistance Program
at the time. Later, Metro started
paying those who had earned degrees. I believe they called that Education Incentive Pay. It turned out
to be worth about $2,000 extra pay
every year because I had a Master’s
Degree and I was a Metro supervisor. The program was discontinued
a few years before my departure.
Metro has only rewarded employees who have ‘legitimate’ college
degrees. Metro has started to implement college degree requirements
for promotions as well... but Metro
still has a woeful minimum hiring
requirement of a high school diploma or a GED!
Here are some links and excerpts
that should be considered before the
voting occurs. Don’t be bamboozled, Las Vegas!
SHERIFF CANDIDATE’S
COLLEGE DEGREE
FAILS HIM
(September 17, 2002) http://
www.lasvegassun.com/news/2002/

sep/17/sheriff-candidates-collegedegree-fails-him/
Sheriff candidate and Metro Police Capt. Randy Oaks won’t be getting a $750 annual bonus for having a college degree. Officials have
determined the Louisiana University where he got his diploma is not
a properly accredited school. Oaks
said his experience and training as
a police officer along with 18
months of corresponding with the
school and writing a research paper on weapons of mass destruction
yielded him his degree in criminal
justice. The degree cost him about
$2,200. Oaks blamed questions
about his degree on desperation
from Deputy Chief Bill Young, his
opponent in the November election
to replace Sheriff Jerry Keller, who
surprised many when he announced
he would not seek a third term.
“You don’t need a degree to be a
good sheriff. (Former Sheriff) John
Moran never had a degree,” Oaks
said. Young said he didn’t have any
comment on Oaks’ degree from
Bienville University. “His education is his business,” Young said.
So when Bill Young got his degree from the same UNLV program
as Lombardo, who scrutinized the
quality of that degree? Was UNLV
used to ‘pimp’ a degree by giving it
some semblance of credibility?
YOUNG CLAIMS
SHERIFF’S JOB
(November 6, 2002) http://
www.lasvegassun.com/news/2002/
nov/06/young-claims-sheriffs-job/
Young, who spent $1.1 million
on his campaign, captured 55.2 percent of the vote. Oaks received 44.7
percent while spending $180,000.
“This is the biggest endeavor Sandy
and I have ever taken on in our
lives,” Young told a [reporter].
Young said he has nothing
against Oaks, pointing out that their
campaigns weren’t negative. After
the election results were finalized,
Oaks said he was disappointed, but
thought he ran a great race, considering he didn’t have a lot of money
to spend on campaigning. “If the
hotels want to band together and
exclude me, there’s nothing I can
do,” he said, referring to the fact
that Young received campaign
funding from resorts. During the
campaign, Young and Oaks were
most sharply divided over their assessment of Metro. Young, who had
the support of Keller, contended
throughout his campaign that the
department was running well, but
could improve.
SECURITY INSTITUTE
MISSES THE MARK
(June 18, 2006) http://
m.lvsun.com/news/2006/jun/18/security-institute-misses-the-mark/
The master’s program has been
on hold since May of last year,
when it graduated a pilot class of
15 students, including Sheriff Bill
Young, all of whom received full
$31,596 scholarships from the university. Records show that the pilot
program was underwritten in part
by Bechtel Nevada. The company
provided UNLV with a $315,916
check to pay for several of its executives to participate.
The quality of the pilot program
received mixed reviews.
“Some of the professors were
high quality and others were not,”
said Young, who added that overall
he found the program challenging.
But Bussell, who was one of the
instructors, said the curriculum
lacked a strong academic foundation. “At the time, it didn’t seem to
have the academic standards that it
needed,” he said. “I recommended
that it needed to be significantly
improved.”
Students, for example, received
graduate credits for spending a
week observing how the Test Site
deals with emergencies and another
week in Washington hearing presentations from Homeland Security
officials. One two-credit course
listed in the catalog is called “Cyber
Security for non-Nerds.” Public
Administration Department Chairman Lee Bernick, who ran the pilot master’s program last year, acknowledged that curriculum needs
(See Norm Jahn, Page 16)
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Where’s my money? Getting paid
on a personal injury lawsuit

By Zachariah Parry
The primary concern of most
personal injury plaintiffs is getting
better. Often they have been injured
in an accident that leaves them uncomfortable, in pain, or sometimes
significantly impaired or completely disabled. In these situations,
it is hard to think of little else than
going back to how they felt before
the accident.
However, in many cases, personal injury attorneys are able to coordinate with highly qualified doctors whose expertise goes a long
way toward alleviating the
plaintiff’s physical ailments. As the
health of these plaintiffs improves,
and their medical bills mount, they
begin to worry about how they will
pay for the treatment they’ve received.
Fortunately, if they have gone
through a personal injury attorney,
chances are that much, even most,
of the medical treatment has been
provided on a lien, meaning that the
doctor agrees not to charge the patient until a settlement, judgment,
or verdict has been reached. However, under the law, if not enough
money is recovered (for example,
in instances where there is no insurance coverage or it is insufficient

to pay the doctors), the plaintiff is
still responsible to pay the doctors.
Thus, as health improves, a
plaintiff naturally begins to shift the
focus from their health to their financial well-being. And for good
reason. In addition to growing
medical expenses, many plaintiffs
have missed work due to their injuries, have diminished earning capacity, or might be unable to work
due to injury-related disability. In
those cases, a plaintiff’s financial
concerns are justified. But what has
to happen in a case before they are
compensated for their losses?
Like most good answers, it depends.
If liability is not an issue (meaning the defendant accepts responsibility for the harm and agrees to pay
for the losses), then all that needs
to be determined is what the amount
of losses is. The plaintiff’s attorney
will collect information related to
losses, including medical bills, lost
wages, diminished earning capacity, loss of household services (inability to perform household chores
to the same degree as before the
accident), pain and suffering, and
other categories of damages.
With all the information compiled, the attorney will send a de-

On The
Legal
Front

By Zachariah B. Parry

mand letter to the responsible party
(usually to their insurance company, who is responsible for insuring the loss). At that point, the parties will negotiate, and if they can
come up with an amount that compensates the plaintiff for loss to his
or her satisfaction, and it is an
amount within the policy limits of
the defendant’s policy that the insurance company is willing to part
with voluntarily, then the parties
will settle, and the attorney, the
healthcare providers, and the plaintiff will all be paid.
On the other hand, if negotiations fail, it may be necessary for
the plaintiff to actually file a lawsuit. Once a complaint is filed, the
insurance company can no longer
negotiate on its own, but must get
an attorney involved. Depending on
the motives and caliber of the attorney, this may make negotiations
more fruitful or may delay any final resolution.
Once a lawsuit is filed, both parties have the opportunity to collect
evidence — with the subpoena
power of the court behind them —

Norm Jahn

The Adventure Continues!

By the Duke of Fremont Street
Are you a victim or a survivor? I believe if you are a true survivor you
will outpace and outlive your contemporaries. If you believe you’ve been
victimized and play the role of a victim you will most likely fulfill your
false expectations of yourself. It’s like a self-fulfilling prophesy.
Many people wear this “victim badge” as they walk through life dejected, downtrodden and full of dismay. Look around you, these selfproclaimed victims are everywhere. They’re distressed when they arise
in the morning and are troubled to be faced with another day: a day full of
gnawing fears and disappointments, a day that offers nothing but memories of tragedies, losses and regrets. We, as humans of the human race,
will always be challenged with losses, adversities and tragedies.
Years ago, when I was a young man grieving at the funeral of a family
member, I asked my grandfather how he dealt with the loss of loved ones
in his life — the loss of his wife, his daughter, his parents, his siblings
and his close friends. He responded to me that these overwhelming losses
would always be losses that would never be forgotten; however, these
losses were something he learned to live with. Grandpa told me that these
losses were an unavoidable part of living, but rather than being tortured
by these tragedies he focused on his fond memories of his loved ones.
I’m certain his many loved ones who passed before him remained in
Grandpa’s heart to his last breath.
I recall asking Grandma, “Grandma, how are you doing?” She would
always respond with the same inevitable answer, “Still wiggling!” Not
once did I ever hear a complaint even though she was wracked with the
daily pains of severe emphysema, gasping and struggling for her next
breath and warding off her horrible coughing spells. She was such a noble
person, always putting others’ needs before hers.
My dear grandparents taught me how to survive life’s tragedies, losses
and adversities through example.
I play poker; not very well, but I do play. After over four decades of
the game I have become accustomed to losses. If you don’t have losses in
the game you haven’t played the game. Even with some substantial losses
in the game I’ve still managed to survive over the years. I look at the
“Game of Life” with the same philosophy. Although I’ve sustained some
overwhelming losses in my past, through perseverance and faith in God
I’ve always remained positive, focused and successful and portray myself as the survivor, not the victim. Because of this I have not been overwhelmed with the many tragedies and adversities that life throws at me.
Stay happy and well!
The Duke Of Fremont Street, Las Vegas Treasure Hunter
Buyer & Seller of Precious Metals, Patron & Trader of Vintage U.S.
Coins and Currency
Email:TheDukeOfFremontStreet@cox.net
Websites: www.IBuyCoins.com, www.TheDukeOfFremontStreet.com
Twitter: @DukeOfFremont
Facebook: Personal; The Duke Of Fremont Street
Public Figure; The Duke Of Fremont Street
Telephone (702) 561-9431

that can substantiate their respective claims and defenses.
During discovery, parties can
gather records and testimony from
parties to the lawsuit and
uninvolved parties alike. This includes the ability to subpoena thirdparties who have information relevant to the lawsuit, taking depositions (sworn testimony) of anyone
who might have knowledge of the
events underlying the claim, inspecting land and personal property,
and asking written questions of the
other parties with the power to demand complete answers.
Every piece of information gathered that a party intends to use at
trial (and in many cases even information gathered that the party does
not intend to use at trial) must be
disclosed and made available to the
other party.
Throughout this process, which
can take years, the parties often will
further negotiations, with the aim
of settling the case prior to trial.
Sometimes the attorneys merely
engage in informal settlement negotiations (oral and written), or fre-

(Continued from Page 15)
to be strengthened. “There were some very good
things, and there were some things we want to
change,” he said. “We want to structure it so it’s
more traditionally academic.” Bernick said collaborating with the institute was rocky at times. “It was
a learning process for them to understand what a
master’s degree program should have in it,” he explained. In hindsight, Williams said, both he and
Van Arsdale learned a lot in their dealings with
academia. The pilot program went into its stall after the 2005 graduating class when Bernick decided
he did not have enough time to devote to both his
duties as chairman of the department and director
of the program.
Very troubling, isn’t it? I sure wish I could have
received credits for going on a field trip instead of
driving to every class, doing my own work, and
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(Continued from Page 13)
is able to leave that joint living arrangement, there are consequences
that must be considered — and considered NOW, this very day —
while there is still some semblance
of control over the thoughts and
actions of the so-called offended
party — or the party that is prone
to express his inner seething rage
in outward ways.
When something is over, “over”
needs to be the operative word.
Over, as in “Goodbye.” “I’m sorry,
but I wish you well.” “Adios. See
you around... maybe.” And so on.
To remain together and feed the
feelings that led to the breakup can
be feeding the “monster within” that
is getting harder and harder to restrain.
Those thoughts that must be considered, as mentioned above, have
to do predominantly with children.
If they have children, and especially
if those children are living in the
same home with the separating partners, THEY MUST BE CONSIDERED at all times, since behavior
at the time of the exploding rage
will NOT allow for that consideration. Is it really anyone’s intention
or desire that their children be party
to a murder? Could it really be a
father’s intention that his children
be there at the moment he murders

lasvegasprintingcenter@gmail.com

quently the parties will also hire a
professional mediator to help them
find common ground.
Because trial is unpredictable,
and neither party wants to get
caught holding the short end of the
stick, settlement occurs in almost all
cases. However, because trial is a
potential in every case, wise attorneys work the case as though it is
going to go to trial.
If the case settles during litigation but before trial, then the case
is over. If not, and the parties go to
trial, then it will not be until the
judge or jury renders a verdict that
the case is over — assuming neither party appeals.
In Nevada, a case for negligence
— which comprises almost every
personal injury case — must be
brought within two years of the accident. Additionally, the case must
be tried within five years of the
commencement of the lawsuit. That
means that a case can take as long
as seven years from the date of the
accident to resolution.
In reality, most cases settle, and
therefore most cases do not take that
long, but even quick cases take several months to reach a resolution.
When it comes to civil litigation,
there is no question that the wheels
of justice turn slowly.
*****
Zachariah B. Parry is a civil litigation attorney and partner at his
firm, Pickard Parry. He can be
reached at 702-910-4300, through
his firm’s website at www.
pickardparry.com, or his direct
email, zach@pickardparry.com.

struggling for five long years. There is simply no
comparison of the ‘academic rigor’ of traditional
graduate schooling when compared with the pilot
class at UNLV. Did they sacrifice? Did they do work
behind closed doors at their desks in the hallowed
halls of the LVMPD? Did they do their own work?
Did they print their own diplomas?
If Joe won’t tell us what is ‘SO’ about his education, then there is one more reason to vote NO to
Joe!
*****
Norm Jahn is a former LVMPD lieutenant, who
has also served as a police chief in Shawano, Wisconsin, and has nearly 25 years of police experience. Jahn now contributes his opinions and ideas
to help improve policing in general, and in Las Vegas in particular, through his weekly column in the
Las Vegas Tribune.

their mother and then stabs himself?
As horrible as murder is, is not the
horror that can follow the children
into their future — perhaps influencing their behavior and all their
own relationships — a crime beyond comprehension, beyond any
kind of understanding or rational
thought?
Movies may only be movies, and
the plots may often be just chilling
inventions of a creative mind, but
when we realize that many true stories about serial killers portrayed on
TV depict some strange kind of perverted behavior by the perpetrators
reflective of something horrible that
happened to them when they were
children, it should be more than
enough — if simple love and regard
for their children is not sufficient —
to give the parents/partners pause to
keep their actual and potential
physical and verbal abuses and outbreaks away from those precious
little or growing minds.
I have often mentioned to a
friend, when the subject came up,
that I would rather live in one tiny
room with peace, than in a mansion
filled with anything a human being
could ever want — with bitterness,
anger, and hate. If I could not af-

ford even that one tiny room, I
would find some kind of living situation away from the anger and hate.
It is so very sad that some homes
are filled with anger and hate, and
so beyond sad that such feelings
often escalate into violence. How
does one ever remove the vision
and/or the knowledge of what one’s
father did to one’s mother, in their
own home. If one can’t have a safe
haven in the home of one’s own
parents, what can one expect in life?
Yes, those children CAN survive
and still have a good life. Yes, they
CAN in some way rise above this.
I am rooting for them and believe
that with proper guidance and counseling and support they will still
grow up to be loving human beings.
Yes, they will have to come to grips
with the horrible crime their father
committed, and we all hope they
can, but that deed may well hang
around to haunt them in some way
— as if the crime wasn’t bad
enough...
Maramis Choufani is the Managing Editor of the Las Vegas Tribune. She writes a weekly column
in this newspaper. To contact
Maramis,
email
her
at
maramis@lasvegastribune.com.

Tune in to
RadioTribune
Tune in and listen to those who will tell you
the truth, and nothing but the truth. You’ll
discover different personalities and hear
different opinions, but when it comes to the
facts, you’ll always get the truth from us!

www.RadioTribune.com
Call-In Line (702) 772-8082
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Giving victims of crime their
appropriate nonpolitical consideration

By Thomas A. Nagy
Part 16 in a Series
As the next election approaches
everyone is aware of being bombarded with candidate advertisements. Like lawyer Glen Lerner
ads, many of these ads want to
pound awareness of politicians into
our consciousness without courtesy
of telling us anything about them
other than they want our business,
our vote. Only the nicest of people
are running for office, of course. All
are the most dedicated of public servants, eagerly seeking to be of personal service to you and your children. Or so they say. They are all
candidates for sainthood, competing against benign or intentional
evil in some form; often that evil
has taken possession of the soul of
their opponent. Ask them. They will
tell you only the truth; this is how
it is.
Two candidates in Clark County
seeking the two most powerful positions share a concern for victims
of crime, or so say each. Present
district attorney Steven Wolfson
made it a campaign point to attend
a ceremony for victims of crime on
September 30, 2014. Addressing a
crowd of crime victim families, he
expressed his personal commitment
to seeing that victims of crime are
treated with consideration and concern. Wolfson repeated this personal commitment in current campaign advertisements.
Assistant chief of the Las Vegas
Metropolitan Police Department Joseph “Joe” Lombardo has also
raised the issue of victims’ rights
as a criterion for his election to
Clark County Sheriff. Lombardo
told Jon Ralston and audiences of
the Ralston Report that victims of
property crimes and victims of
crimes against persons will be given
priority in his administration as
County Sheriff, should he be
elected.
This is, of course, an easy political position to agree with, treating both categories of crime victims
as if they matter to the powers that

Mace

(Continued from Page 14)
Trooper in the head with his elbow
and a sheriff’s deputy in the abdomen and side with his legs. (This is
not recommended behavior and
certainly does not endear one to a
jury.) The blood draw showed that
Byars had THC (tetrahydrocannabinol, the psychoactive constituent
of marijuana) in his blood.
Despite the ruling on the constitutionality of the search, Byars’
eventual conviction of driving under the influence was upheld by the
court, which found the blood draw
was taken in good faith. (Of course,
the operation was a success, but the
patient died! He gave his life so
future drivers’ rights would be protected!)
Las Vegas attorney John
Watkins, a legal expert on driving
under the influence law, hailed the
decision. “It is a monumental case
because it rules that the state, which
does not really have an implied
consent statute, is unconstitutional,” he said. “Therefore, now
police are going to have to go get a
warrant or get true knowing and
voluntary consent.” The decision
will cover both blood and breath
tests, Watkins said.
“It means a person can say, ‘No,
I’m not taking your test,’” he said.
Even so, Watkins said the ruling
should not end up clogging the judicial system. Police officers can
get a warrant telephonically within
about 15 minutes, he said. A
spokesman for the Metropolitan
Police Department said the court’s
ruling won’t affect its day-to-day
operations. Officers at the department started obtaining warrants for
blood after implied consent was
struck down by the U.S. Supreme
Court last year, according to
Deputy Chief Pat Neville.
“We had been anticipating that
ruling and made the change shortly
after,” Neville said. The additional
warrants haven’t been a huge burden on the agency, said Neville,
who oversees the traffic bureau.
Most people suspected of impaired
driving simply consent to a blood
draw, he said (even though this nonconsented-to search is in violation
of the 4th Amendment. If you won’t
let them search your house without a warrant, why would you let
them search your body?) “I could
count on one hand the number of

Steven Wolfson
be, as if “important people” care.
These victims do, after all, pay public salaries and vote. Who, running
for office, doesn’t want these votes?
But are the words easily spoken
actually sincere?
Lombardo successfully filled a
batch of air time on last week’s
Ralston Report talking about his
dedication to and sympathy for victims of crime. Was he sincere?
What does his record show?
Early in his campaign to become
sheriff, Lombardo called for decentralization of LVMPD responses to
crimes against persons. He reasoned that property crimes are investigated by faster-responding
teams closer to crime locations, and
that this has proven effective in
solving those crimes. He recommends decentralization of responses to crimes against persons
as an equivalent to demonstrating
support for victims of those crimes.
While decentralizing response and
investigation teams might improve
rates at which some violent crimes
are solved, this is not the same thing
as providing support needed to victims of these crimes.
Those of us who are in the most
need of victim compensation and
support are the least likely to receive help from the LVMPD or the
district attorney’s office.
Certain things are obvious. If a
person is punched in his or her face
and suffers physical damages from
that assault, immediate medical attention might be given. A trip to a

medical facility can be arranged, the
victim quickly classified as “needs
taken care of” and that’s the end of
LVMPD involvement. But that victim has other needs and rights that
will not be addressed. These are
defined by Nevada Statutes. That
victim may or may not have insurance to cover medical expenses, or
loss of work that results from the
assault.
The LVMPD has a Victims Services page that excludes important
information needed by victims although it does direct users to a number of self-help resources. If you
want a list of phone numbers to call
to do a telephonic May Pole Dance
go here: http://www.lvmpd.com/
Sections/VictimServices/tabid/191/
Default.aspx
It is unfortunate that District Attorney Steve Wolfson has not already used his present authority to
improve the Clark County Victim/
Witness Assistance Program while
in office. Instead he has made this
program an ambiguous campaign
promise by asserting that after his
election he might revise the program and focus more on assisting
victims of crime. So far, that state
authorized program has been used
to pay witnesses to testify against
defendants in court. Its use has not
been fair or consistent. It was never
intended to be a means to buy testimony from reluctant witnesses to
crimes, whether those persons are
first-person victims or third party
witnesses. Buying testimony is a
very precarious practice that often
leads to disastrous results in courts.
Guilty parties can go free due to
misuse of a witness compensation
program or practice, and this is a
common consequence. Emphasis
has been on the wrong side of the
equation, that of prosecution of accused defendants by the district
attorney’s office rather than compassionate support for victims suffering financial and emotional impacts of crimes.
Surely, persons who testify
against accused criminals should be

times someone wouldn’t consent
and we had to force it under implied
consent,” said Neville.
Lovelock attorney Steve
Evenson, who represented the defendant in the case, said he too believes that the ruling means that the
state’s implied consent law is now
invalid. Evenson said he came to
that conclusion after consulting
with other attorneys, including
prosecutors. “They believe, as I do,
that implied consent is done,” he
said.
In its decision, the court said that
while a number of jurisdictions
have upheld implied consent statutes where refusing to submit to a
blood test results in criminal or administrative penalties, Nevada’s
law does not give drivers a choice
between submitting to a test or facing a penalty. Before Byars, if you
did not consent to a breath or blood
draw, the police could hold you
down and take your blood whether
you gave them permission or not.
The implied consent statute does
not justify a warrantless search
where the subject of the search does
not have the option to revoke consent, the court said. The state’s argument that consent was valid
based solely on a motorist’s decision to drive on Nevada’s roads “is
problematic because the statute
makes the implied consent irrevocable,” the court said. The state’s

argument is essentially that driving
is a privilege not a right; therefore
it is not covered by constitutional
protections.
“A necessary element of consent
is the ability to limit or revoke it,”
the court said. “The implied consent provision in (Nevada law) does
not overcome the statute’s infirmity
because the statute does not allow
a driver to withdraw consent, thus
a driver’s so-called consent cannot
be considered voluntary.” (Perhaps
it should be called the irrevocable,
immutable, permanently etched in
stone, consent?)
Beatriz Aguirre, assistant public
information officer for the Nevada
attorney general’s office, said the
office has been following the case
and has submitted a bill draft request to the 2015 Legislature “to
ensure a balance between the state’s
interests and that of individuals
against unlawful search and seizure.” I can’t wait to see what that
bill says! Hopefully it will codify
these constitutional protections and
not just attempt an end run around
them.
*****
Mace J. Yampolsky is a Board
Certified Criminal Law Specialist,
625 South Sixth St., Las Vegas, NV
89101; He can be reached at:
Phone 702-385-9777 or fax 702385-300. His website is located at:
www.macelaw.com.

DO YOU NEED AN EDITOR?
Have you been embarrassed lately when someone pointed
out to you that you misspelled a word in your report or maybe
had a whole sentence all messed up? Have you personally
felt that you could’ve done a much better job on that manuscript
but just didn’t have the time?
Why put off doing what you know you should have done before:
call in an editor! As a word-, sentence-, and document-doctor,
she will fix what needs fixing by adding a little of this or that,
and taking out what shouldn’t have been there in the first place.
Give yourself the luxury of looking your best in print!
Editor-at-your-service@gmail.com. 702-706-6875.

Joe Lombardo
compensated for financial costs incurred in the process of seeking justice for victims. More importantly,
though, people whose lives are temporarily or permanently disrupted
by crimes, especially crimes of violence against living beings or murder, need and should have available
to them a consistent, workable program to help them through their
period of crisis. This is what is intended by NRS 217.010 through
NRS 217.270 dealing with victims
of crime.
There is a Victims of Crime Program, or VOCP for Clark County
that is administered by the district
attorney’s office. The Victim/Witness Assistance Center says this,
quite ambiguously, about its mission: “To provide compassionate
service to victims, witnesses and
our community. VWAC Vision: To
deliver Victim/Witness services that
help to “personalize” government.
To provide our services with integrity and knowledge. To constantly
improve.” What it does not say is
more important: that the state program allows for compensation to
victims for medical bills, psychological counseling, lost wages, funeral and burial expenses that

would otherwise not be reimbursed
from other sources such as insurance proceeds.
So what exactly does Mr.
Wolfson mean when he says that he
is an advocate for compassionate
support of victims of property and
personal crimes? Why wait until an
election comes and goes to speak
about his commitment to victims?
He has had an opportunity to provide a track record for allowable
direct assistance to victims in need.
Will we see anything from his office that demonstrates his commitment to help victims before this
imminent election?
As for Mr. Lombardo, his campaign commitment to help victims
is a curiosity. Has he accrued a track
record of helping victims of crime
throughout his twenty-six years at
the LVMPD? Is there something
that he can point to other than a
promise to decentralize homicide
investigations that gives the voting
populace of Clark County confidence that the LVMPD will change
its historic policy of treating victims
of crime with extreme indifference?
We would all welcome such hard
evidence of change. All that we
have to go on so far is the decadeslong record of not prosecuting
“high profile” cases like the Jason
Turner-Shenker murder for lack of
a complete investigation despite
abundant evidence. In this case the
surviving victim has been treated as
a nuisance that members of the
LVMPD and district attorney’s office wanted to “go away.”
Thomas A. Nagy is the author of
Cannabis Consumer Handbook
available at Amazon.com, and the
blog
ReGeneration
at
blogspot.com. Email direct at:
thomas.a.nagy717@gmail.com.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
I am a small business owner. My family has lived in multiple states
and decided in 2013 that we needed to look for a new home for a business. I spent weeks doing research. It came down to Nevada, Washington, and Wyoming, states that have 0 percent corporate tax, and 0 percent
income tax. We like living in the West and decided to move here after
visiting Carson Valley near Tahoe.
Since moving here, in early 2014, we have hired over 40 local workers. We feel we have made a positive impact on the community and hope
to continue to grow and be successful in this state. We have donated technology equipment to local schools and non-profits already.
Our business is very much opposed to “Question 3” the margin tax. If
passed, we will quickly consider moving our expanding tech business out
of this state. The fair tax situation here in Nevada propelled us to give
your state a shot. Please do not force us, and many others that have taken
the time/energy/expense to move their companies here, to find a new
home out of state.
I don’t need to get into the politics of “Question 3,” only to say it is a
substantial tax on businesses, and will cost Nevadans many jobs and future opportunities. The biggest flaw is any new tax based solely on revenue. Many businesses produce high revenue and operate on very thin
margins, and make up for that difference in sales volume. So taxing a
business on revenue could easily translate to a loss as a company, and we
are not in business to take a loss. We will close our doors and move if that
occurs.
Please vote for our collective future, vote NO on Question 3.
Brian Lesser
Carson Valley, NV

Speak Up!

If you have something
to say... say it on your
own radio show.
RadioTribune still
has one hour of
airtime available.
For more information,
call (702) 699-8100
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EarthTalk is written and edited by Roddy Scheer and Doug Moss
and is a registered trademark of E - The Environmental Magazine (www.emagazine.com). Send questions to:
earthtalk@emagazine.com. Subscribe: www.emagazine.com/
subscribe; Free Trial Issue: www.emagazine.com/trial.
Dear EarthTalk: What’s the latest on efforts to ban plastic bags?
How many U.S. locales have instituted some kind of ban, and have
these initiatives made a dent in the
amount of plastic litter? —
Melinda Clarke, New York, NY
California made big news recently when it announced the first
statewide ban on plastic shopping
bags set to kick in during the middle
of 2015. Beginning in July, large
grocery stores, pharmacies and
other food retailers in the Golden
State will no longer be able to send
shoppers home with plastic bags,
while convenience markets, liquor
stores and other small food retailers will join the ranks a year later.
Back in 2007, San Francisco
became the first U.S. municipality
to ban plastic shopping bags. In intervening years upwards of 132
other cities and counties in 18 states
and the District of Columbia instituted similar measures. Of course,
Americans are late to the party
when it comes to banning plastic
bags: The European Union, China,
India and dozens of other nations
already have plastic bag bans or
taxes in place.
But the trend here toward banning plastic shopping bags comes
in the wake of new findings regarding the extent and harm of plastic
in our environment. Since plastic
isn’t biodegradable, it ends up either in landfills or as litter on the
landscape and in waterways and the
ocean. Plastic can take hundreds of
years to decompose and releases
toxins into the soil and water in the
process.
Littered plastic is also a huge
problem for the health of wildlife,
as many animals ingest it thinking

it is food and can have problems
thereafter breathing and digesting.
The non-profit Worldwatch Institute reports that at least 267 species
of marine wildlife are known to
have suffered from entanglement or
ingestion of marine debris, most of
which is composed of plastic; tens
of thousands of whales, birds, seals
and turtles die every year from contact with ocean-borne plastic bags.
A recent European Commission
study on the impact of litter on
North Sea wildlife found that some
90 percent of the birds examined
had plastic in their stomachs.
Another reason for banning plastic bags is their fossil fuel burden.
Plastic is not only made from petroleum — producing it typically
requires a lot of fossil-fuel-derived
energy. The fact that Americans
throw away some 100 billion plastic grocery bags each year means
we are drilling for and importing
millions of barrels worth of oil and
natural gas for a convenient way to
carry home a few groceries.
It’s hard to measure the impact
of pre-existing plastic bag bans, but
some initial findings look promising. A plastic bag tax levied in Ireland in 2002 has reportedly led to a
95 percent reduction in plastic bag
litter there. And a study by San Jose,
California found that a 2011 ban instituted there has led to plastic litter reduction of “approximately 89
percent in the storm drain system,
60 percent in the creeks and rivers,
and 59 percent in City streets and
neighborhoods.”
Environmental groups continue
to push for more plastic bag bans.
“As U.S. natural gas production has
surged and prices have fallen, the
plastics industry is looking to ramp

Four of the constituent chemicals in the “tire crumbs” (ground up truck tires) used in artificial turf are
deemed carcinogens by the International Agency for Cancer Research. Others have been linked to skin, eye
and respiratory irritation, kidney and liver problems, allergic reactions, nervous system disorders and
developmental delays.
up domestic production,” reports lergic reactions, nervous systems EPA would like to see more rethe Earth Policy Institute. “Yet us- disorders and developmental de- search done so parents everywhere
can have a better idea of the risks
ing this fossil fuel endowment to lays.
While the risk came to light re- involved.
make something so short-lived,
Of course, synthetic turf fields
which can blow away at the slight- cently when a University of Washest breeze and pollutes indefinitely, ington women’s soccer coach be- aren’t all bad. For one, they don’t
is illogical—particularly when gan to think it might be more than need frequent watering (a grass
there is a ready alternative: the re- a coincidence that two of her goal- playing field typically requires
ies were stricken with cancer, re- 50,000 gallons of water per week
usable bag.”
searchers have known about such during growing season) and doesn’t
*****
Dear EarthTalk: Is it true that potential links for years. A 2007 require the application of potenplaying on artificial turf fields can report by the Connecticut-based tially toxic pesticides. Furthermore,
cause cancer? If so, how can I Environment & Human Health Inc. turf is much more durable and less
minimize exposure for my sports- (EHHI) looked at several scientific costly to maintain than grass, and
loving kids?— Melanie Witmer, studies and found definitive con- players suffer fewer injuries on it
nections between various health since it doesn’t turn to slippery mud
Syracuse, NY
Just when you thought it was problems and exposure to synthetic when wet.
Do these pros outweigh the
safe to play soccer on that brand turf.
EHHI also reported that kids on cons? Some schools don’t think so
new synthetic turf field, it may be
time to think again. Those little playfields are likely to face similar and are turning back plans to conblack dirt-like granules that fill up risks as line workers in the rubber vert their grass fields to turf. Where
the space between synthetic blades fabrication and reclamation indus- it is too late for that, parents should
of grass and make up some 90 per- tries, where they say health reports warn their little athletes to stay upcent of today’s artificial turf fields show the presence of multiple vola- right as much as possible—turf-reare actually ground-up car and truck tile organic hydrocarbons and other lated cancers seem to be most comtires. As such they contain a host of toxic elements in the air. “Studies mon in goalies who spend the most
potentially noxious chemicals that at tire reclamation sites report time down on the turf surface. Also,
can lead to a wide range of health leaching of similar sets of chemi- the Centers for Disease Control and
cals into the ground water,” says the Prevention (CDC) recommends
problems.
that those playing on synthetic turf
Four of the constituent chemi- group.
The Synthetic Turf Council, an avoid eating or drinking on the field
cals in these “tire crumbs” (or “tire
mulch”) as they are called — ar- industry group, maintains that there where toxic dust can contaminate
senic, benzene, cadmium and nickel is considerable evidence pointing to food and liquids, wash their hands
— are deemed carcinogens by the the health safety of synthetic turf. and body aggressively with soap
International Agency for Cancer But the U.S. Environmental Protec- and water afterwards, and remove
Research. Others have been linked tion Agency (EPA) isn’t taking clothes worn on the field and turn
to skin, eye and respiratory irrita- sides, leaving it up to state and lo- them inside out before washing
tion, kidney and liver problems, al- cal jurisdictions to decide whether them separately from other items.
*****
or not to allow artificial turf. The

OCTOBER 24TH
Beginning in July 2015, large grocery stores, pharmacies and other food retailers in California will no
longer be able to send shoppers home with plastic bags; convenience markets, liquor stores and other small
food retailers will join the ranks a year later. Pictured: a collection of not-yet-reused plastic grocery bags.
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Enjoying an evening on the
Beach with OneRepublic
By Sandy Zimmerman
Las Vegas Tribune
Photos by Sandy Zimmerman
during OneRepublic’s Concert
OneRepublic invited VIP’s and
the press to a night of great music,
food and island-inspired cocktails.
This was part of their Native Summer US Tour appearance at the
Mandalay Bay Resort.
We were brought to a special VIP
cabana to enjoy cocktails and food
while waiting for our private meeting with OneRepublic. Later the
party moved upstairs for a chance
to speak to the group backstage.
The beach setting provided a romantic backdrop for OneRepublic
group’s latest songs and fan’s favorites. Their musical choices included
“Feel Again,” “Dreaming Out
Loud,” “Waking Up,” “Native,”
“Native Repackage,” “If I Lose
Myself” (Alesso vs OneRepublic)
and more.
With One Republic’s new music
video “I Lived” and popular “Native repack” album, most of their
music can be found on ITUNES and
AMAZON.
The OneRepublic Native Summer World Tour is on their way to
Slovenia, Latvia and Estonia along
with the Czech Republic, countries
that are not usually on celebrities
world tours, as well as Ireland, England, Belgium, France, Portugal,
Austria, Russia, Italy, Spain, Germany and Poland.
This is part of OneRepublic debut of a new global campaign that
brings to life the concept that the
best “you” is the “summer you.”
OneRepublics presenting sponsor Malibu, the original coconut liquor and Caribbean rum blend,
served some of their signature cocktail recipes this evening and gave us
a few to share.
‘Malibu is a brand that has always embodied the spirit of summer and this year, we’re making
sure it’s bigger and better than ever
before,” said Brian Mequit, Vice

OneRepublic appeared at the Mandalay Bay Resort.

The cabana — Invitees and the press relaxed at a party in a VIP cabana before meeting the OneRepublic group.

President, Rum and Liquors,
Pernod Ricard USA. “Our Best
Summer Ever campaign is based on
the notion that ‘summer you’ is the
happiest, most carefree version of
you.”
Pernod Ricard USA is the premium spirits and wine company in
the U.S. and the largest subsidiary
of Paris, France-based Pernod
Ricard SA, which employs more
than 18,000 people worldwide.
STOP & STARE FIZZ
2 parts Malibu Island Spiced
1.5 parts lemon lime soda
1.5 parts cranberry juice
Build over ice.
Stir and serve.
***
GOOD LIFE SUNRISE
2 parts Malibu Black
1 part orange juice
Splash of grenadine
Build over ice.
Stir and serve.
For information about the
Mandalay Bay Resort’s entertainment line-up, call (702)-632-7777.
The Mandalay Bay Resort and Casino is located at 3950 Las Vegas
Boulevard South, Visit the
websites www.onerepublic.com or
www.mandalaybay.com.
Award
winning
Sandy
Zimmerman is a syndicated columnist featuring Show and Dining reviews, Travel, Health, Spas, Luxury,
Fashion, Automobiles and more.
Sandy is talk show host of the Las
Vegas Today Show programs and
Discover the Ultimate Vacation
travel specials. If you have suggestions about topics for articles, want
information or to ask any questions
about Sandy’s articles, call (702)
735-5974. SUGGESTIONS: Who is
your favorite singer, hypnotist, comedian, ventriloquist, magician,
specialty act, production show or
group? Please send your email,
name, reasons for choosing that act
and you may win free tickets to a
show or other prizes. Call (702)
731-6491.
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SLS Las Vegas Life Nightclub

Eric Jordan Young is bringing a little piece of Broadway to Sin City with his new production, Shakin’

By Mike Kermani
Las Vegas Tribune
Rebecca & Fiona — Friday,
October 24, 2014.
HALLOWEEN LINEUP: Friday — R3HAB, Saturday —
BORGORE, and Sunday —
RICHIE HAWTIN.
*****

HALLOWEEN: “NIGHTMARE
AT SAM’S TOWN” IN
SAM’S TOWN LIVE!
Halloween at Sam’s Town Live!
will be a scream at “Nightmare at
Sam’s Town,” a party presented by
Kaliboy Entertainment. Dance all
night to tunes played by DJ Bizrok
and DJ 011. Winners of the costume
contest will take home $500 in cash.
Please note no masks or face painting will be allowed.
For costume contest rules, visit
www.kaliboyent.com.
Sam’s Town Live! Sam’s Town
Hotel and Gambling Hall, 5111
Boulder Highway.
*****
ZARKANA CIRQUE DU
SOLEIL HIGH WIRE ACT AT
THE SHOPS AT CRYSTALS
Zarkana Exhibit appears now
until mid November at the Shops
at Crystals, First Level.
Zarkana by Cirque du Soleil presents an impressive recreation of the
high wire act, now on display on the
first floor of The Shops at Crystals.
The 14-foot, 500-pound towers are
original set pieces from the show’s
s run at Radio City Music Hall in
New York City. Zarkana took up
residency in Las Vegas in November 2012 at ARIA Resort & Casino.
Zarkana’s high wire act features
two artists who exude amazing balance, control and precision as they
speed across the three-quarters of
an inch wire and perform jaw-dropping stunts, all while avoiding a
swinging ball of fire. The high wire
act is one of many awe-inspiring
acrobatic acts featured in this quintessential Cirque du Soleil spectacular.
Guests may see the Zarkana exhibit at The Shops at Crystals come

to life on October 18 from 4:305:30 p.m. when the show’s high
wire artists and characters will be
on hand for photos as well as a demonstration of their extraordinary
skills. Guests also will receive a
special Zarkana ticket offer and free
gifts.
TICKETS: Doors open at 9 p.m.
Tickets are available starting at $20
plus taxes and convenience fees and
can be purchased at any Boyd Gaming Box Office, by calling 702-2847777 or www.samstownlv.com.
*****
SHAKIN’ AT PLANET
HOLLYWOOD
Planet Hollywood Resort & Casino Production are showcasing
classic entertainment with a modern twist. Eric Jordan Young returns
to the Las Vegas Strip with a dynamic production that features
stunning choreography and a live
band at the Sin City Theatre.
Eric Jordan Young is bringing a
little piece of Broadway to Sin City
with his new production, Shakin’
at Planet Hollywood Resort &
Casino’s Sin City Theatre, at 5:30
p.m., Shakin’ features the
multitalented “triple threat” Young,
dazzling choreography and a live
band. Young transforms a collection of quintessential pop, rock,
funk, R&B and jazz songs, resulting in a fresh, current spin on some
of the most recognizable and influential tunes.
With inspiration from legendary
Vegas performers including
Sammy Davis Jr., Flip Wilson and
Red Foxx, and the modern flair of
stars like Justin Timberlake and
Bruno Mars, Young fuses an incredible repertoire that reinvigorates the great American songbook
with contemporary arrangements,
unforgettable characters and
groove-inspired dance. Shakin’
takes the stage nightly, dark Thursday and Friday, at Planet Hollywood Resort & Casino’s Sin City
Theatre at 5:30 p.m. General admission tickets are priced at $44.95 and
VIP tickets are $54.95 plus taxes
and fees.
Created and executive produced
by Young, Shakin’ features an ensemble production team with an
impressive list of Broadway, theater and television credits including Gerry McIntyre, co-director and

choreographer, commonly referred
to as the “Mayor of Broadway”
whose work has been showcased on
Chicago and Once On This Island;
musical arranger, Tommy James,
who has performed and recorded
with The Duke Ellington Orchestra
and Lionel Hampton; co-director
and consultant, Rick Pessagno, who
has nearly 40 years of experience
in all facets of show business from
performing to directing; and Justin
Cheatham, lighting and scenic designer, has worked on numerous
film, television and award shows
that include “Boardwalk Empire,”
“Nurse Jackie” and the 9th Annual
Latin Grammy Awards.
Additionally, the Shakin’ dancers have starred in numerous highprofile production shows on The
Strip, including Vegas! The Show,
Peep Show, Pin Up and Véronic.
With inspiration from modern
flair of stars like Justin Timberlake
and Bruno Mars, Young fuses an
incredible repertoire that reinvigorates the great American songbook
with contemporary arrangements,
unforgettable characters and
groove-inspired dance.
Shakin’ takes the stage nightly,
dark Thursday and Friday, at Planet
Hollywood Resort & Casino’s Sin
City Theatre at 5:30 p.m. General
admission tickets are priced at
$44.95 and VIP tickets are $54.95
plus taxes and fees.
Eric Jordan Young is a two-time
Broadway World Award Winner
that is no stranger to Las Vegas. In
the spring of 2014, Young completed a long-time run of starring
nightly in over 2,300 performances
of Vegas! The Show at the Saxe
Theatre. Young is known for his
theater work that includes Chicago,
Sammy & Me, Dreamgirls, Ragtime, Seussical the Musical and
many more.
Additionally, he has performed
in numerous concerts, tributes and
special productions in esteemed
venues including The Smith Center, Lincoln Center’s Rose Hall and
Carnegie Hall, and has been the featured performer in nearly a dozen
symphonic orchestras throughout
the vision to life. For a complete
biography on Young visit
www.ericjordanyoung.com
*****
HOTEL CALIFORNIA ‘A
SALUTE TO THE EAGLES’
AT SUNCOAST
Hotel California will present ‘A
Salute to the Eagles,’ reproducing
the Grammy Award-winning
sounds of the legendary band, at the
Suncoast Showroom, October 25
and 26.
For more than two decades, Hotel California has traveled the world
and thrilled fans by replicating a
showcase of Eagles megahits, including “Take It Easy,” “Heartache
Tonight” and “Hotel California.”
The band also pays tribute to the
Eagles’ later studio recordings, including “Get Over It” and “Love
Will Keep Us Alive.” The show includes select titles from the solo
work of the celebrated band members Don Henley, Glenn Frey and
Joe Walsh.
The members of Hotel California have shared billing or played
with top artists, including Peter
Frampton, Smokey Robinson, Van
Halen, James Brown and Huey
Lewis and The News. Through a
blend of vocal mastery and authentic instrumentation with specialty
instruments, Hotel California delivers a stage spectacle that brings the
magic and mystique of the Eagles’
songs to life for fans of every generation.
Showtime each evening is 7:30
p.m. Tickets are available from
$15.95, plus tax and convenience
fees. Tickets can be purchased at
any Boyd Gaming Box Office, by
calling 702.636.7075, or visiting
www.suncoastcasino.com.

This Week
in Las Vegas
By Mike Kermani

‘A Salute to the Eagles’
side the car, and it really gives a feel
*****
for what these drivers go through
RED BULL GLOBAL
during every race.
REALLYCROSS AT LINQ
Red Bull GRC provides its fans
LAS VEGAS
The Red Bull Global Rallycross with the fastest and most exciting
(Red Bull GRC) race is racing in all of motorsports, withcomincountry. He debuted his com- out lengthy breaks in the action, to
pany EnJoY Productions in 2010 keep all those watching on the edge
with his first solo CD, Once In A of their seats. Rallycross cars are
Lifetime. Young is currently head- 2500 lbs with 600 bhp under the
lining in, Shakin’, produced by his hood and built to withstand 70-foot
own company EnJoY Productions, jumps and collision. This will be a
in association with Vegas Java En- thrilling event for both spectators
tertainment, to bring his creative g and athletes!
*****
to The LINQ Las Vegas on NovemMike Kermani is an entertainber 5.
Some of the members of the ment writer for the Las Vegas Trimedia will ride along at an earlier bune newspaper. He writes a weekly
time. It’s an exhilarating experience column in this newspaper. To conto go 0-60 in under 2 seconds and tact Mike Kermani, email
do full 10-20 foot jumps while in- mkermani@ lasvegas tribune.com
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Nik leads outstanding lineup at Tuscany

By Jerry Fink
Las Vegas Tribune
Vocalist Nik Mastrangelo —
along with the legendary Joe Lano
on guitar, Bob Sachs and Mike
Mechem - will perform from 7:30
to 11:30 p.m., Nov. 9, at the Piazza
Lounge in the Tuscany Hotel.
*****
LAUGH FACTORY GETS
SPECIAL GUEST
The Laugh Factory, located on
the mezzanine level of the New
Tropicana Hotel has a very special
guest stopping by for four nights
only, beginning Thursday, Oct. 23
through Sunday.
Tom Wilson, one of the top comedians in the country, will take
over the Laugh Factory stage for a
unique package in live entertainment. Appearing with him is headliner Andrew Norelli who moves to
the featured spot, with Timm
Metivier hosting.
Tickets for the 8:30 and 10:30
p.m. performances y are priced
$34.95 and $44.95. For information
call 702-739-2411 or 800-8299034.
*****
JERRY’S NUGGET 50TH
ANNIVERSARY MOMENTUM
CONTINUES
Jerry’s Nugget Casino continues
the momentum of its monumental
50th anniversary, with a partnership
with the Neon Museum on the restoration of its original sign and a
Vegas PBS documentary special,
titled “Restoration Neon,” slated to
premiere 9 p.m. Oct. 27 on Vegas
PBS Channel 10 in Southern Nevada.
Exploring its roots, the original
Jerry’s Nugget marquee sign has
experienced a restoration, to include updated wiring, hand-painted
lettering, encased display and more.
The updated sign was installed
and open to the public in September and an official unveiling ceremony will be held Wednesday,
Nov. 12.
Along with the sign restoration,
a documentary, filmed by Vegas
PBS, is scheduled to air Oct. 27 —
31.
The kick-off of the 50th anniversary celebration began in January
of this year.
Opened in 1964, Jerry’s Nugget
on Las Vegas Blvd. North was established when owners Jerry Stamis
and Jerry Lodge purchased Mordell
Earl’s old Town House Bar. Four
years later, in 1968, they bought out
their closest competitor, the Bonanza Club, which featured the
city’s then-tallest sign, the famous
oil derrick.
Still owned by the Stamis family, Jerry’s Nugget remains today
one of the premier mid-sized casino
properties in North Las Vegas.
*****
SMASH MAGAZINE PRESENTS FORTUNATE YOUTH
AT BACKSTAGE BAR &
BILLIARDS
Smash Magazine presents
reggae group Fortunate Youth on
Friday, October 31at Backstage Bar
& Billiards (601 E. Fremont St., Las
Vegas). Opening acts include The
Expanders and Thrive. Doors open
at 8 p.m. with the show beginning
at 9 p.m. Tickets are $15 in advance
and day of show. Advance tickets
are on sale now and available online
at www.smashmagazine.com or
www.ticketfly.com. The show is
21+ with valid ID.
*****
OSCAR-WINNING ACTOR
JEFF BRIDGES & THE
ABIDERS RETURN TO LAS
VEGAS FRIDAY, NOV. 14
Following two sold-out shows in
June 2014, Jeff Bridges & The
Abiders will return to Red Rock
Resort for a live performance and

album release party of their new
record Live on Friday, Nov. 14 at 8
p.m.
Recorded during his previous
performances at Red Rock Resort,
Jeff Bridges & The Abiders’ new
14-track album Live was released
in Sept. 2014 and features live recordings of songs from his debut
album Be Here Soon , as well as
his self-titled follow up, original
music from the critically-acclaimed
film “Crazy Heart” and some of
Bridges’ favorite chosen covers of
The Byrds, Tom Waits and
Creedence Clearwater Revival. The
album was produced and mixed by
the band’s musical director Chris
Pelonis and mastered by Kim
Rosen (Franz Ferdinand, Dashboard Confessional) at Knack Mastering. Live is available for purchase in stores and online today.
Tickets for Jeff Bridges & The
Abiders are $49 and $69 plus tax
and applicable fees and go on sale
Friday, Oct. 17 at 10 a.m. Doors
open at 6:30 p.m. and singer/
songwriter Jessie Bridges, daughter of the Academy Award-winning
actor, will open the show at 7:30
p.m. Guests under 21 must be accompanied by an adult. Tickets can
be purchased at any Station Casinos Reward Center and The Fiestas, by logging onto www.sclv.com/
concerts or through Ticketmaster at
(800)
745-3000
or
www.ticketmaster.com.
Although previously releasing
his debut album Be Here Soon in
2000, it was his portrayal of a
grizzled former country music legend in the 2009 film “Crazy Heart,”
an Academy Award-winning performance, that helped reignite his
musical passions alongside collaborator, Academy Award and multiple
Grammy
Award-winning
songwriter, musician and producer
T Bone Burnett. Bridges’ 2011 selftitled album debuted at number 25
on the Billboard charts, while
reaching number two on the Folk
Albums, number five on the Top
Rock Albums and number 10 on the
Top Country Albums charts.
Over the years, Bridges’ musical endeavors have led him to perform at Neil Young’s annual Bridge
School Benefit concert, on the charity-single remake of “We Are the
World,” with his band on the “Today Show,” “Tonight Show with
Jay Leno,” Austin City Limits,
“Live with Regis & Kelly,” “The
Colbert Report,” live sessions for
Yahoo!, Sirius XM, AOL Music
and shows throughout the country.
The band has been performing live
across the United States from clubs
to theatres to the famed Stagecoach
country music festival.
Bridges’ latest film work “The
Giver” is currently in theaters, with
his next project “Seventh Son”
slated to be released in early 2015.
Jeff Bridges & The Abiders are
Jeff Bridges (vocals, guitar, keyboards), Chris Pelonis (guitar, keyboards, vocals), Bill Flores (pedal
steel, guitar), Randy Tico (upright,
electric bass), and Tom Lackner
(drums, percussion).
*****
CHILDREN OF
ENTERTAINMENT LEGENDS
DEAN MARTIN, JUDY
GARLAND, LOUIS PRIMA,
MEL TORME AND JERRY
LEWIS TO PERFORM AT
M RESORT
On Saturday Nov. 8, the children
of some of the biggest names in
entertainment will come together
for a special history-making performance at the M Resort Spa Casino.
An Evening with The Next Generation will showcase the extraordinary musical talents of Ricci
Martin, son of Dean Martin, Lorna
Luft, daughter of Judy Garland,

Lena Prima, daughter of Louis
Prima, and Steve March-Torme,
son of Mel Torme, as they celebrate
their legendary parents. Anthony
Lewis, son of comedian legend
Jerry Lewis, will host the event as
the Master of Ceremonies.
“We are incredibly excited about
getting everyone together for this
rare performance,” says Anthony
Lewis. “Through incredible music,
audiences will get to experience a
rare glimpse into the lives of these
iconic legends as told through the
eyes of their kin. It will be a musical phenomenon, unlike anything
we’ve ever done before.”
Tickets are $29.99 and $34.99
plus taxes and fees.
The concert begins at 7 p.m. and
doors open at 6 p.m. Tickets can be
purchased at the M Box Office, by
phone at 800-745-3000 or at
Ticketmaster.com.
An Evening with The Next Generation is the first-time collaboration between the sons and daughters of the musical icons who
shaped the American songbook as
it is known today. Audiences will
witness an incredibly special musical celebration interpreted
through the hearts of those held
nearest and dearest. Accompanied
by a 10-piece band and spectacular
never-before-seen video montages,
this historical ensemble should not
be missed.
*****
BOOK A WEDDING AT NEON
MUSEUM IN LAS VEGAS
Now, same-sex couples can get
married in the wedding capital of
the world and the Neon Museum
offers the city’s most iconic location for those wedding ceremonies.
The museum offers three open-air
locations surrounded by historic
examples of Las Vegas’ most famous art form — and endless romantic photo opportunities.
“We’ve looked forward to and
prepared for this day for a long
time,” said Danielle Kelly, executive director, Neon Museum. “Since
opening, we’ve offered commitment ceremonies, as well as
LGBTQ tour content, and have
welcomed and/or worked with the
community for as long as I can remember. We are just thrilled to finally be able to offer the same weddings to everyone, regardless who
they want to marry.”
Since officially opening to the
public in 2012, the Neon Museum
Boneyard — the outdoor exhibition
area containing more than 150 historic Las Vegas signs — has earned
a reputation as one of the most photogenic destinations in the city.

Romantic photo opportunities in the
Boneyard are endless, including the
vintage and restored Wedding Information sign, the space-age
Stardust sign and the Moulin Rouge
sign whose dismantled letters spell
out “in love.”
Furthermore, in the spring of
2014, the museum’s 3,100-squarefoot North Gallery debuted, which
features approximately 60 additional signs. Recognizable signs
here include the Lady Luck sign
with whimsical heart-shaped detail,
and that other symbol of good fortune — an oversized horseshoe
from the famous Binion’s Horseshoe casino.
In addition to the 3,500-squarefoot Neon Boneyard events space
and the North Gallery, the Neon
Museum also offers the 2,500square-foot Neon Boneyard Park
and 600-square-foot La Concha
Visitors Center for special events.
These various spaces offer flexibility for planning wedding receptions
up to 300 people. The Neon Museum maintains a roster of preferred
vendors including caterers, photographers, and special event planners
to assist guests in organizing and
executing their functions. While
tours of the Neon Boneyard are not
included as part of the museum’s
standard events package, abbreviated tours may be added to certain
events for additional fees.
Prices for weddings inside the
museum start at $450.
For more information or to book
a wedding at the Neon Museum,
please call Ian Zeitzer at (702) 3876366 or email him at
IZeitzer@NeonMuseum.org.
*****
THE IMPROV AT HARRAH’S:
OCT. 21–26
The world-famous Improv at
Harrah’s Las Vegas is the longestrunning comedy club on the Las
Vegas Strip. The Improv’s ability to
showcase young comedians, as well
as bring in big names, has attributed to its longevity and success .
Each week, The Improv showcases some of the funniest and
freshest faces in comedy, creating
a show that is always unique and

definitely funny. The comedians
who will perform Oct. 21–26 are:
Jim David: Comedian and
writer Jim David is known for his
outrageous and biting comedy.
David has appeared on many television shows, including “The
View,” “NBC Comedy Showcase”
with Louie Anderson and as guest
“comedy consultant” on Bravo’s
“Queer Eye for the Straight Guy.”
In addition to his television appearances, David writes a humor column on Huffington Post and The
Advocate.
Mark Cohen: Mark Cohen
moved to New York City at age 17
to study at the American Academy
of Dramatic Arts and soon began
performing at the city’s top comedy clubs. Cohen has performed on
“Jimmy Kimmel Live!,” improvised on “Whose Line Is It Anyway?” and was the host of the Comedy Central series, “Make Me
Laugh,” and starred as “The Mattress King” on the television show
“Friends.”
Chase Durousseau: Comedian
Chase Durousseau’s easy going and
fearlessly laid back personality has
consistently made him a crowd favorite. He has opened up for some
of the nation’s biggest comedians,
including Jo Koy, Bill Blurr, and
Gabriel Iglesias. Chase Durousseau
has taken his comedic talents across
the globe, performing in Iraq and
Kuwait for the U.S. military. He has
also appeared on Sirius XM Radio’s
“Raw Dog Comedy.”
Shows are at 8:30 p.m. and 10
p.m. Tuesday through Sunday.
Tickets are $29.05 or $44.95 (plus
applicable taxes and fees) for VIP
tickets that include special seating,
an Improv t-shirt and post-show
meet-and-greet with the comics.
Special two-for-one tickets are also
available for locals for the 10 p.m.
show. Tickets are available at
Harrah’s Box Office (702-369-5223
and
online
at
www.harrahslasvegas.com.
Jerry Fink is an entertainment
columnist for the Las Vegas Tribune
newspaper and writes a weekly column. To contact Jerry Fink, email
him at jfink@ lasvegastribune.com.
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Fun at the Tilted Kilt
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By Sandy Zimmerman
Las Vegas Tribune
Photos by Tilted Kilt and
collage by Sandy Zimmerman
When the Tilted Kilt Pub & Eatery moved, they brought all of the
fun and delicious food to the LINQ
center location. Those who know
the Tilted Kilt and the others who
will be trying them for the first time
should know about this famous national sports pub.
Join the fun at their new location and prepare to enjoy yourself.
Their atmosphere is great for making new friends, tasting their specialties and watching the sports networks.
Originally founded in 2003, the
Tilted Kilt’s wide variety of Celtic
and American fare will amaze you.
Try the Butcher’s Block, Garden
Isle, Five Cheese or any of their
seven tasty pizzas.
In fact, you can pick your own
pizza. Start with the classic
flatbread pizza, pick your own
sauce and toppings.
What about their traditional
Shepherd’s Pie or Olde Dublin Irish
stew? The Irish stew is slowly
cooked in a Guinness beef stock and
served with a side of garlic bread.
They also offer seven Kilt sandwiches and four wraps. One of the
selections, a blackened chicken
flatbread sandwich has cheddar and
jack cheese, red onions, lettuce, tomatoes and chipotle mayo.
Hoppy, yes Hoppy hour, from 37 and 9-12, Choose your flavor of
fries and order one, two or more
pints. The Irish Whiskey marinated
beef skewers are grilled and served
with spicy mustard and Sam Adams
Boston Larger demi glace.
The Tilted Kilt is large enough

Collage by Sandy Zimmerman with photos by the Tilted Kilt.

for you to find a spot for two, a family or group. There are tables and
seating at the bar.
When you take the elevator upstairs, look down for a wonderful
view of the entire pub.
While the Tilted Kilt concept has
its roots deep in the rousing tradition of Scottish, Irish and English
Pubs, it actually first came to life
in Las Vegas. The brainchild of successful restaurateur Mark Di
Martino, Tilted Kilt was conceived
to be a contemporary, Celticthemed sports Pub staffed with
beautiful servers in sexy plaid kilts
and matching plaid bras.
St. Practice — Was a portly
Brewmaster at the original Tilted
Kilt. Said to be the patron Saint of
Celebration he would brew a special green ale in honor of his more
well known cousin St. Patrick. Today his contagious smile and cheerful presence can be felt on the 17th
of each month at Tilted Kilt Pubs
across the country.
The Tilted Kilt is located at 3545
Las Vegas Boulevard South, in the
LINQ center. For information, call
702-826-2100. You should take
time to see the shops and Ferris
wheel at the LINQ.
*****
Award
winning
Sandy
Zimmerman is a syndicated columnist featuring Show and Dining reviews, Travel, Health, Spas, Luxury,
Spas, Fashion, Automobiles and
more. Sandy is talk show host of the
Las Vegas Today Show programs
and Discover the Ultimate Vacation
travel specials. If you want to suggest topics for articles. For information or to ask any questions
about Sandy’s articles, call (702)735-5974.
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5 Easy Ways to Avoid Overeating
By Sidney Wilson
You may be exercising, watching what you eat, doing all the right
things, and yet for some reason the
pounds just don’t seem to be coming off. The culprit may not be what
you are eating, but how much you
are eating.
Certain situations can easily lead
to overeating and you may not even
realize you’re doing it. Restaurants
with their super-sized portions
make it difficult and even confusing to know when to put the fork
down.
If your portions are too big,
whether at a restaurant or at home,
then chances are you are taking in
too many calories, which can lead
to weight gain rather than weight
loss.
Here are 5 ways to decrease
those super-sized portions and
avoid overeating:
1. Know what a serving size is.
Here is a quick guide to determine the true size of a serving so
you can maintain food portion control. Keep this in mind next time
you reach in the fridge or cupboard
— or print it out and post it there:
A Tennis Ball = A medium-sized
fruit
A Baseball = A cup of salad
greens or cereal
A Golf Ball = 1/2 cup of cooked
pasta or potato
A Ping-Pong Ball = 2 tablespoons of peanut butter
A Deck of Cards = 3 oz of meat,
fish, or poultry
A Shot Glass = 2 tablespoons of
salad dressing
Size of Average Thumb = 1 oz
of cheese
Size of Thumb Tip = 1 teaspoon
of oil
2. Read nutrition labels.
Often it’s easy to mindlessly
munch on snack foods and end up
consuming 2, 3, or even 4 servings,
especially when dealing with highcalorie foods like crackers or chips.
So read those nutrition labels to find
out exactly what and how much
you’re eating or drinking. You may
be surprised to find out how small
a serving really is and that you’re
easily overdoing it.
An easy trick to avoid overeating snacks is to pre-portion them

What
You Need
To Know
By Dr Nina Radcliff

Worth Their
Weight in Calories

Sidney Wilson
out in snack-size baggies. This way you are hungry. If you regularly go
you can’t mindlessly munch long periods without eating, or
through a bag of chips before real- don’t eat enough throughout the
izing what you’ve done.
day, your chances of binging, es3. Only eat half.
pecially at dinnertime, greatly inWhen you go out to a restaurant crease. You may even think you’re
only eat half of your meal. Most doing good by eating less throughrestaurants bring out super-sized out the day, but the truth is you’re
portions enough for 2 or even 3 usually doing more harm and you
meals. To avoid overeating, have often make up for it later in the day.
the waiter bring half of your dinner
Instead, make sure you are eatin a to-go box before you even get ing something every 3-4 hours,
started, or you could even split the even if it is a small snack. Avoid
meal with another person. Another allowing yourself to get hungry.
tip is to eat slowly and stop eating Now this doesn’t mean you always
when you start to get full, rather have to be full or stuffed, but makthan continuing until you’re overly ing sure you have enough going in
full and uncomfortable.
to avoid a grumbling, hungry stom4. Avoid all-you-can-eat.
ach is ideal. This way when your
Avoid buffets or all-you-can-eat next meal comes around you won’t
situations whenever you can. As be tempted to eat more than you
much as you think you will have need.
total self-control and that you will
Sidney Wilson is a Las Vegasonly eat until you are no longer hun- based celebrity fitness trainer and
gry, in reality that can be very dif- lifestyle coach dedicated to providficult for many. When you have the ing his clients with the tools needed
option, choose restaurants where to “Get Vicious.” Through rigorous
you can order your meal; but when workouts and extensive nutrition
you are faced with buffet-style coaching, Sidney trains clients at
events, have a plan of action, such The Get Vicious Training Center
as deciding beforehand to only fill located at 5693 South Jones Blvd.
up one plate of food and avoid go- Suite 103, Las Vegas, NV 89118, or
ing back for seconds.
remotely around the world through
5. Don’t let yourself get hun- his website www.sidneywilson.com.
gry.
Sidney can be contacted at:
One reason you may tend to sidneywilsoniv@gmail.com or 646overeat at certain meals is because 226-6359.

SOCIAL SECURITY AWARENESS

Review your Medicare coverage
By David Sayen
Medicare’s annual open enrollment season is underway, and I want to encourage everyone with Medicare to review their current health and prescription drug
coverage.
Open enrollment began Oct. 15 and runs through
Dec. 7, 2014. If you want to change your Medicare
Advantage or Medicare Part D (prescription drug)
plan, this is the time of year to do it. Any new coverage you select will take effect Jan. 1, 2015.
If you have Original (traditional) Medicare and
you’re satisfied with it, you don’t need to do anything
during open enrollment.
My agency, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services, or CMS, announced recently that the average Medicare Advantage premium for 2015 is projected to be $33.90 monthly. CMS also estimated that
the average basic Part D premium in 2015 would be
$32 per month. Since passage of the Affordable Care
Act in 2010, enrollment in Medicare Advantage has
increased 42 percent to an all-time high of more than
16 million people. Medicare Advantage premiums,
meanwhile, have decreased 6 percent. The law is also
closing the Part D “donut hole,” with more than 8.3
million people saving more than $12 billion on prescription drugs through last July.
Meanwhile, the quality of Medicare Advantage and
Part D plans continues to improve. This year, people
with Medicare who enroll in such plans will have access to more high-rated, four- and five-star plans than
ever before. About 60 percent of Medicare Advantage
enrollees are now in plans earning four or more stars
in 2015, compared to an estimated 17 percent in 2009.
Likewise, about 53 percent of Part D enrollees are currently in Part D plans with four or more stars for 2015,
compared to 16 percent in 2009.
Medicare plans’ coverage options and costs can
change each year, and Medicare beneficiaries should
evaluate their current coverage and choices and select
the plan that best meets their needs. If you think your
current coverage will meet your needs for 2015, you
don’t need to change anything.
A variety of resources are available to help you
compare your current coverage with new plan offerings for 2015. You can:
—Visit www.medicare.gov to review plans available in your area, as well as their costs, and enroll in a
new plan if you decide to. Open enrollment information is available in Spanish.
—Call 1-800-MEDICARE (1-800-633-4227) for
around-the-clock assistance to find out more about

your coverage options. TTY users should call 1-877486-2048. Counseling is available in a wide variety of
languages.
—Review the 2015 Medicare & You handbook. This
handbook has been mailed to the homes of people with
Medicare and it’s also online at: www.medicare.gov/
pubs/pdf/10050.pdf
—Get free, unbiased, one-on-one counseling from
your local State Health Insurance Assistance Program
(SHIP). Local SHIP contact information can be found:
1). At www.medicare.gov/contacts/organizationsearch-criteria.aspx or;
2). On the back of the 2015 Medicare & You handbook or;
3). By calling Medicare (at 1-800 number above).
People with Medicare who have limited income and
resources may qualify for Extra Help to pay for their
Part D drug plans. There’s no cost or obligation to apply for Extra Help. Medicare beneficiaries, family
members, or caregivers can apply online at
www.socialsecurity.gov/prescriptionhelp or call Social
Security at 1-800-772-1213 (TTY users should call 1800-325-0778) to find out more.
Better quality in Medicare Advantage and Part D
plans isn’t the only good news for people with Medicare.
For most seniors who have Original Medicare, the
2015 Part B premium will stay unchanged for a second consecutive year, at $104.90. This means more of
your retirement income and any increase in Social Security benefits will stay in your pocket. The Part B
deductible will stay the same as well.
*****
David Sayen is Medicare’s regional administrator
for Arizona, California, Hawaii, Nevada, and the Pacific Territories. You can always get answers to your
Medicare questions by calling 1-800-MEDICARE (1800-633-4227).

By Dr. Nina Radcliff
Ever wonder why we feel hungry just an hour after eating Chinese
food? Although the flavoring MSG was once blamed for this, experts
now believe that many of our favorite items on the menu contain carbohydrates that have a high glycemic index (GI). In other words, the white
rice, white noodles, sugar, and white flour stimulate an excess insulin
release that then causes our blood sugar levels to drop. Hence, we feel
hunger because we are not satiated.
Satiety (sa-TIE-e-tee) describes the feeling of fullness that we have
after eating. Not all foods, however, are created equal. And some do a
better job of filling us up, thereby decreasing the number of calories we
consume. By becoming familiar with foods that provide satiety or work
via other means to help keep our waistlines trim, we are better equipped
to make healthy choices for ourselves and loved ones.
About Foods that Help us Stay Trim
—Protein. A protein-rich meal increases our satiety and after-meal
calorie burn to a greater extent than one that is rich in carbohydrates.
How much? One study showed that it can equate to approximately 200
calories, or 10 percent over the day.
—MUFAs. The word “fat” is faux pas in our society. But not all fats
are bad fats. MUFAs (pronounced moo-fah) are monounsaturated fatty
acids that come from delectable treats such as avocados, nuts and seeds,
oils, olives, and dark chocolate. In addition to being delightfully tasty,
they provide satiety and may be able to help us drop a pants size.
—Vitamins and minerals. This may be a surprise to many: people
who have a vitamin C deficiency are more likely to be overweight. Researchers have also shown that zinc, magnesium, and vitamin E deficiencies can result in a higher percentage of body and belly fat. The reason
behind this is not clear at this time. Try getting our daily dose from our
plate (fruit and veggies), not a pill supplement.
—Calcium and Dairy. Studies have shown that a diet high in calcium
and dairy—milk, cheese, low fat yogurt—increases fecal fat. What this
means is that these items decrease our gut’s fat absorption and more ends
up in the porcelain throne (not on our hips). Calcium from supplements,
however, do not have the same effect. Not that we need an excuse to
nibble on some cheese.
—Honey. Let’s put forth the following caveat: because honey is a
high energy food, it is unlikely to help lose weight when consumed in
excess. However, it can be used as a substitute or replacement for refined
sugar when we have a sweet tooth. This can mean less (empty) calories
consumed.
—Cocoa. In addition to improving mood, being an antioxidant, and
tasting yummy in our tummy, cocoa, the main ingredient in chocolate,
can help keep our appetite at bay. It is satiating.
—Fiber. Because it is not absorbed, fiber cannot add to our daily calorie intake. Additionally, chewing high fiber items such as celery and carrots takes time and energy. And remember, our stomach requires 20 minutes to signal to our brain that we are full and need to “stop eating!” As a
result, we are affording our body the opportunity to register that we are
no longer hungry. In essence, we are “buying time.” And, we are getting
more bang for our buck: fiber adds bulk and makes a meal feel larger and
linger longer.
—Vinegar. The appetite suppressant effects come from its acetic acid
content, which helps to decrease the glycemic index of the foods that we
consume. By preventing a spike in insulin production that would cause
blood sugar levels to plummet, we feel full longer following a meal (tongue
twister).
—Spices. Let’s add some spice to our livesÖand our food. In addition
to increasing satiety, spicy food has been shown to help increase metabolism by generating heat. Calories are burned in this energy-consuming
process just like our heaters burn fuel in the winter.
—Mint. There is something about the strong scent that suppresses our
appetite. Whether we add it to our water or tea, chew mint-flavored gum,
or use mint-flavored toothpaste, we will find ourselves less likely to reach
for a snack.
Using foods that help curb our appetite, decrease fat absorption or
metabolism, or help satisfy our sweet tooth, can be a fun, clever, and tasty
alternative to a crash or fad diet. And remember, “The food you eat can be
either the safest and most powerful form of medicine or the slowest form
of poison,” said no fortune cookie ever.
*****
Dr. Nina Radcliff is dedicated to her profession, her patients and her
community, at large. She is passionate about sharing truths for healthy,
balanced living as well as wise preventive health measures. She completed medical school and residency training at UCLA and has served on
the medical faculty at The University of Pennsylvania. She is a Board
Certified Anesthesiologist and a member of the American Society of Anesthesiologists where she serves on committees for Young Physicians and
Communications. Author of more than 200 textbook chapters, research
articles, medical opinions and reviews; she is often called upon by media
to speak on medical, fitness, nutrition, and healthy lifestyle topics impacting our lives, today.

PART-TIME POSITION

EHLMANN DEVELOPMENT is offering a parttime position of Payment Clerk & Sales Asso.
Earn extra income. Flex. schedule + benefits
that takes only little of your time.
Requirements — Must be efficient and dedicated.
Please send resume to:
ehlmanndevbiz@gmail.com
This great opportunity is limited.

Actors, Models, Extras!
New interviews for jobs in Las
Vegas area. Earn $17-$165 hr.
Ages 3 and older. All experience
levels. No up front agency fees.
702-530-9176
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QUICK GETAWAYS

The Farmer’s Daughter Hotel

View of lobby and courtyard. (Photo by Sandy Zimmerman)

Create your own environment
at the Farmer’s Daughter Hotel
By Sandy Zimmerman
Las Vegas Tribune
Photos by Farmer’s Daughter
Hotel unless otherwise indicated
Giving a hotel its own personality can be a daunting task for some
people but not for Peter and Ellen
Picataggio, the owners of the historic Farmer‘s Daughter Hotel.
Just like a real woman, the
Farmer’s Daughter Hotel needed a
makeover and a facelift when they
purchased it in 1997. With a background in art history, Ellen wanted
to create a brand about this young
country girl.
Ellen and Peter decided how she
would act and filled-in the details
about her life.
The couple kept the farmer’s
daughter name and did so much
with it. They created a clever whimsical brand which their hotel guests
could enjoy.
There is so much more.
The newly remodeled Robin
room stands-out from all of the rest
as a preview of “Tomorrow‘s designs.” Ellen is ahead of her time!
Peter describes the concept, “To-

The Farmer’s Daughter Logo

day you should be able to do more
in your hotel room other than just
sleep and take a quick shower. Ellen
decided to include an L-shaped
couch which sits 7-8 people. Now
you can meander back to your
room, meet with your family or
friends and try a social environment
inside your room. This would alternate for a business meeting also.

No Tell Room
You do not have to meet in the tween the bedroom and bathroom.
courtyard, restaurant or other pub- Pull the curtain or leave it open to
lic places. It is all about conve- see the other person take a shower
nience, how to make your stay more and vice versa. Create your own enenjoyable. In this environment, vironment again.
people can not only be very social
Peter thought, “Why is there a
in the lobby and courtyard, but in wall? Blow out the wall and put a
their rooms.”
window in its place.”
You will be surprised to see the
The shower is big enough for
Robin room has a glass window be- two people.

Robin Room

You see the uniqueness of the
Farmer’s Daughter Hotel everywhere.
They designate “His” and “Her”
rooms with Ellen’s never-seen-before original designs. “His” rooms
look more dramatic with reds, deep
blues and darker colors. When Peter walked into a “His” room, he
said, “That’s me!”
While “Her” room’s yellows,
taupe, and brighter colors “feel”
more feminine.
It is all about how you feel in
your hotel room.
The contrast of the old with the
new follows the Farmer’s
Daughter’s latest generation of hotel rooms characterizing a young
girl who grew up to be a woman.
If you want to add a romantic
setting to your stay, try room 101,
the No Tell room. With the mirror
on ceiling over the bed and the copper trimmings, this is a playful
room. The Farmer’s Daughter Hotel is located on 115 Fairfax Avenue,
Los Angeles California. Visit
www.farmersdaughterhotel.com.
*****
Award
winning
Sandy
Zimmerman has been involved in
producing television programs, TV
commercials, and travel specials
for 28 years. Sandy is a syndicated
show and dining reviewer, travel
writer, health columnist, professional photographer and talk show
host of the Las Vegas Today Show
and Discover the Ultimate Vacation
travel specials. For information or
questions about any of Sandy’s columns, contact Sandy Zimmerman at
(702)-731-6491.

